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IN THE NAME OF ALLAH 

THE MOST COMPASSIONATE THE MOST MERCIFUL 

INTRODUCTION: 

I recommend 1ha1 !he Icade rs of !he Persian Gulf coun1ries no! humilia1e lhemse/ves 

and rheir narionsfor the sake of a perso11(Saddam llussein)ll'ho is polilically. mililarily 

and economically destitute. Do nor disclose your 1rcakness by seeking the shelter of 

America. Don't ask the ll'olves and rapacious animals to help you preserve your 

interests. 

The superpowers ll'il/ make you and their bes/ friends their viclims 1rherever !heir 

i!lferests dictate. For them, friend1hip, kindness. servitude and honesty are meaningless 

and ll'ithour value. They think only about their Oll'n interests, ll'hich they have stated 

everywhere. It ll'ould be bell er if the stooge leaders of the Islamic countries advise rheir 

mast~rs and gods of gold, aggression and hypocrisy that they should not speak so much 

about their interests in the Persian Gulf. because it is over this ma lier that the people of 

region are 1•e1y sensitii•e. /1 makes them ll"onder ll'hat kind of interests do the U.S .. 

France and England have in the ll'aters of the Persian Gulf. that they \\'ant tosa(I' ard 

it to the extent of military inte1ference and provoke war. 

Part of Imam Khomeini's Ha.u Message 

1407 Lunar Hijra 

After the advent of the Islamic Revolution in Iran, the arrogant powers of the 

world, especially the U.S. mobilized all their powers to confront the Islamic Revolu

tion. In this regard, on one hand the agent,. of the defunct Shah tried to weaken the 

Islamic Revolution through sabotage activities inside the country and on the other. 

the arrogant powers hastened to impose economic sanctions on Iran. 

Therefore the U.S. in order to achieve its latest objective, orders all its spies to 

gather information about the possibility of the exportation of the Islamic Revolution 

and its effects on the Persian Gulf Arab states. 
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The document used in this volume describes the economical and political process 

in the countries of the Arabian Peninsula. The document was gathered in 1 ran during 

the first two months after the advent of the Islamic Revolution by the Economic 

Research Bureau for the Developing Countries. The aim of the report being explai

ned in its introduction: 

"The purpose of this paper is to (a) provide the foreign policy community with an 

information hase on the countries of the Arabian Peninsula; (b) identify major social, 

political and economic pressures for change in the region and, to the extend possible, 

the relationships among these factors; and (c) draw parallels and differences between 

the forces for change in Iran and in the Arabian Peninsula countries." 

B' '1ml\ ing tht· document, the U.S. fear of the Islamic Revolution is obvious, the 

l 1.S. intclligcnce agents by exploiting the local information sources, have gathered 

;n1d cLMified the latest information about the economical. political and military 

e<lnditi<lns. or tire· Persian Gulf Arab states. 

·\ft er the '"" cnt of the Islamic Revolution in Iran, truly the U.S. started an 

"111lor1mtion 111obilization" about Iran's neighboring countries, especially the Per

sr;rn (iulf states. in order to prevent the expansion of the Islamic Revolution. The 

purpose of the inltir111ation gathering was to study ways and means which could 

rcqrlt in an Islamic Rnolution in the regional countries and to take necessary 

111e·a,urcs in order to decrease the vulnerability of the unpopular Persian Gulf Arab 

g_(l\ Cl !lJllCllt...,. 

Sin Cl' thc lJ .S. 'in1 about the Islamic Revolution has been an unrealistic one and 

the· l :.s. has been imisting on its view through false propaganda and diplomacy, 

theTeforc. ll.S. opinion has influenced all the documents. 

In this docume·nt. the effects of the Islamic Revolution in Kuwait, Hijaz (Saudi 

Arabia). Balll'ain. Qatar. the United Arab Emirates and Oman have been more 

ernphasi/cd than South and North Yemen. 

Of course the l.S. is mnre sensitive about the six mentioned Persian Gulf states, 

becau.se the Dernocratic Republic of Y crnen (South Yemen) is not a member state of 

the U.S. satellite countries and the Yemen Arab Republic (North Yemen) is a poor 

country and does not enjoy a n?ry good geo-political condition. 

The· following subjects ha,·c been more important for the U.S.: 

I. ;\11 anal1sis about the forrnation of the Islamic Rernlution with a materialistic 

're\\. Because in the beginning of the book in the ch<lpter. under the title of "a 

Cie11eral View". the book attributes the Iranian peoples' dissatisfaction of the Shah's 

regime to the oil price i11crease and contradictio11 between the Shah's modernization 

plans and Iranian social traditions. 

2. The hook considers reformation as a means to prevent the expansion and 

oport;rtion of the Islamic Re\olution. 

3. The book considers another reason for the Shah's downfall as the thesis of. 

"defending the countrv" even at the price of social welfare. 
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4. In different parts of the hook, it has been mentioned that by initiating massive 

economical reforms for their people, the Persian Gulf states want to prevent the 

Islamic Revolution (it seems the writer has been optimistic about this thesis). 

5. The armed forces of these countries could be considered as "buffer forces" and 

they can only resist till the reinforcements come to their aid. 

6. So far, because of the fear of an Islamic Revolution, the rulers of the Persian 

Gulf Arab states, have begun to serve their people more than ever. 

The U.S. and other arrogant powers, have always failed to understand that the 

Islamic Revolution can not be contained and the Islamic Revolution, as a pure 

ideology has been popular among all human beings and those who love freedom and 

justice. The U.S. believes that it can prevent the expansion of the Islamic Revolution 

by economic, political and military means and in this regard the U.S. has stepped up 

its activities. 

Despite all the U.S. attempts, now all the oppressed people have understood the 

meaning of cxportatioin of the Islamic Revolution. 

Without a doubt, the blessed effects of the Islamic Revolution have touched all the 

Islamic world and today, Islam as a spiritual and moral power has stood up against 

all arrogant powers. 

If the Islamic Revolution in Iran had not succeeded and the satanic power of the 

U.S. had not been damaged by its victory then: 

I. The unpropitious Camp David accord, which not only included Egypt but all 

other Arab countries could have eventually resulted in a great victory for the Zionist 

regime and its supporters. 

2. Sadat's revolutionary assassination would not have taken place and its effects 

would not have shaken the revolutionary Egypt and endangered the U.S. interests in 

that country. 

3. Governments such as the Al-Saud regime would never obliged themselves to 

follow Islamic regulations and without any hesitation the Saudi regime would let the 

U.S. exploit all the facilities of Islamic Hijaz (Saudi Arabia). 

4. Ja'afar Numeiri's regime would still be in power in Sudan and .... 

5. In Lebanon, the political geography would have differed greatly from that of 

today and the U.S. and French marines would not have been targeted by the brave 

Muslim Lebanese. 

6. In Tunisia, the ruling regime would never have feared the Muslim Tunisian 

people. 

Without a doubt, U.S. imperialism will react against the Islamic Revolution and if 

it does not take advantage of its conspiracies, will never hesitate to use its aggressive 

military forces. Because imperialism's aggressive behavior cannot tolerate the 

spread of the rare and pure thought of revolutionary Islam, Imperialism believes that 

the existence and expansion of the Islamic Revolution will result in its final defeat 

and destruction. 
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But since the day they chanted "neither East nor West", the followers of the Islamic 

Revolution have prepared themselves for confronting the arrogant powers and the 

attainment of victory or martyrdom. 

In conclusion, as Imam Khomeini mentioned in his Hajj Message, "I can confi

de11tly say that Islam 11·i// de/ea! all the superpolt'ers. Islam ll'ill remove all its internal 

and exlernal ob.Hae/es. one by one and ll'ill conquer 1he l\'orld's key ideological 

strongholds". 

Muslim Students Following 
the Line of the Imam 

WINTER 1987 

As the following pages;7,13,31,37 

53 and 60 were blank in the orig

inal, they were omitted in this 

reproduction. 
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Preface 

The purpose of this paper is to (a) provic(e the foreign 
policy community with an information base on the 
countries of the Arabian Peninsula; (b) identify major 
social, political, and economic pressures for change in 
the region and, to the extent possible, the relationships 
among these factors; and (c) draw parallels and 
differences between the forces for change in Iran and 
in the Arabian Peninsula countries. This assessment in 
no way is to be interpreted as an estimate of the 
survivability of the ruling governments of the region. 

(c) 
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Overview 

Economic and Political 
Trends in the Arabian 
Peninsula (u) 

The OPEC price hikes of I 973/7411reatly enhanced 
the llQSition of the Arabian Peninsula in the world and 
set in motion powerful force11 for change from within. 
In the past few years, all of the countries in the region 
have adopted rapid economic modernization proa:rams, 
which-as in the .case of Iran-pose threats to 
traditional social values. Many have experienced 
attendant negative effects in the·form of distribution 
bottlenc<;ks, accelerated inflation, increased exposure 
to foreign influences, widened income disparities, and 
corruption. Like lran,s Government, their govern
ments are dominated by ruling families who are 
reluct8nt to share power with an emergina middle 
class. (c) 

Nevertheless, beyond these similarities, the parallel 
with Iran ends or is less pronounced. Althou11h 
democratic institutions throughout the region are 
weak, most countries employ traditional practices that 
allow grievances and demands of the people to filter up 
to the center of government. ln most cases. concern for 
religious mores is an important policy consideration. 
While the Iranian upheaval and its a-eopoHtical impli
cations are cause for serious concern within the 
Arabian Peninsula, most of these countries seem 
headed for e-radual, 1rud2in& political change com
bined with a slowdown in the pace of economic and 
social modernization in. the near term rather than for 
cataclysmic revolution. (c) 

The Arabian Peninsula and the World 
Possession of major oil resources has catapulted 
countries of the Arabian Peninsula into wOrld promi
nence. It has given the region a voice in OPEC and 
Arab affairs that otherwise would not have existed. 
The escalation in oil prices in the early 1970s also gave 
the richer countries of the region broad international 
responsibilities for which their leadership and institu
tions were poorly prepared to handle. (c) 
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Known oil deposits of the Arabian Peninsula constitute 
48 percent of total Free World reserves; crude produc
tion in 1978. mainly from three countries on the 
Persian Gulf, amounted to 28 percent (see figure 1 ). 
(c) 

Depletion of reserves already has caused output in 
Bahrain and Oman to peak. Although no oil has been 
discovered in the Yemens, they nevertheless have 
benefited from their neighbors' riches. (c) 

Saudi Arabia is the largest producer in the region, 
rankin& second after the USSR in world output. 
Because of their p<:>tential to expand production even 
further, the Saudis have been regarded as the supplier 
of last resort and the focus of international pressure to 
hold down oil prices. The ability to draw on their 
surplus capacity in the past has in fact been used as a 
lever to moderate OPEC price decisions that the 
Saudis felt threatened world economic stability. 
Mainly in the interest of prescrvine- their ~mly valuable 
natural resource, Saudi Arabia. Kuwait, and the UAE 
have all placed production ceilings on oil. Given the 
decline in Iranian crude production in recent months 
and associated world shortage, the Saudis have lost 
much of their power to influence OPEC pricin& palicy. 
(c) 

Another feature affecting the views of the oil-rich 
Peninsula countries on production levels is their 
accumulation Of official foreign assets (see figure 2). 
Despite headlong ·economic development drives and 
lar2e foreign aid pro2rams, small populations and low 
absorptive capacities have prevented full use of the oil 
revenues. In the space of five years. the region's official 
foreie-n reserve assets arew from 5 percent of Free 
World holdings to 17 percent in 1978. The four main 
oil producers now hold more than SlOS billion, the 
entire Peninsula $I 08 billion-much of this in US and 
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Arabian Peninsula 
Importance to Non-Communist Energy, 1978 
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Arabian Peninsula 
International Reserve Assets 
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Arabian Peninsula 
Importance as an Economic Aid Donor 
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West European securities. Saudi Arabia alone has 
larger reserve assets than either West Germany or 
Japan. Great financial flexibility is afforded by these 
holdings, which among the wealthier couritries repre
sent 20 to 45 months of imports compared with a 
general standard of five months for LDCs. (s NF) 

Oil revenues have significantly strengthened the diplo
matic hand of the major regional producers. Fear of 
Soviet encirclement and of radical Arabs-including 
South Yemen on the Peninsula itself-has prompted 
the conservative countries to seek support from the 
West, mainly the United States. Simultaneously, they 
have emphasized Arab unity through heavy aid flows. 
Donations from the Peninsula's four largest oil produc
ers to the Arab confrontation states-Egypt, Jordan, 
and Syria~have been instrumental in keeping them 
afloat. Aid has also been dispensed. to poorer neigh
bors. Bahrain, Oman, and the Yemens in the self
interest of maintaining stability in the Peninsula. (c) 

Socnl 

On balance, these policies have allowed the conserva
tive Peninsula states at least a tempering influence in 
Arab deliberations and have helped to preserve Gulf 
'credentials in the Arab brotherhood. Aid to world 
LDCs, proffered from a stance of noblesse oblige, has 
been confined largely to Muslim countries (see figure 
3). In 1977 it was greater than that extended by the 
United States. Indeed, foreign assistance as a percent
age of GNP reached phenomenal levels, amounting to 
4 percent for Saudi Arabia and 10 percent for Kuwait. 
(c) 

The Economic Boom 
The escalation in world oil prices in the 1970s directly 
or indirectly provided both the impetus and the 
wherewithal to diversify the economies of all the 
countries of the Arabian Peninsula. In doing so, it set 
in motion a process of modernization that puts 
increasing distance between economic and social 
values and the political systems within which they 
must operate. However, in contrast to the Iranian 
situation, many of the region's countries began to scale 
back their development goals in the mid-! 970s, and 
none of them emphasized defense at the expense of 
social welfare to the extent that was done in Iran. (c) 

On the Persian Gulf sidC of the Peninsula, growing oil 
revenues stimulated real economic growth of more 
than 20 percent annually in 1974-77 in the nonoil 
sectors of all countries except Kuwait-where it 
averaged 8 percent. Construction, internal trade, and 
government services Jed the way in most cases. Nurth 
Yemen, benefiting from sharp increases in remittances 
from citizens attracted to Jobs in the oil-rich countries, 
saw its GNP rise 17 percent annually in the later part 
of the period. (c) 

Social welfare w.:as given a high priority in most of the 
development programs, and today most citizens arc 
materially better off than a decade ago. Free schooling, 
health care, and freedom from income taxes are the 
rule of thumb except in the Yemens; housing and food 
are generally subsidized. At the same time, in many 
cases income distribution has become more skewed. 
Corruption by the royalty is widespread. The rulers 
and their associates, as well as some landowners and 
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merchants. are probably even wealthier relative to 
average citizens today than before the boom. The 
disparity is particularly bad in Oman where. Sultan 
Qabus' cronies have feathered their own nests. (c) 

While improving the social services available to 
citizens, the drive to diversify, economically, brought 
on distribution bottlenecks and accelerated inflation in 
most cases. Contract bids incorporating inflationary 
trends drove costs up further, resulting in waste. A 
great deal was expended on showcase projects and, 
worse yet, on ill-conceived enterprises such as the 
UAE's four international airports locilted within a few 
hundred kilometers of each other. A number of heavy 
industrial projects are based on imported raw materi
als that will likely make their products uncompetitive. 
Saudi Arabia's plans for a petrochemical industry· 
involve such high capital costs that the government 
may have to subsidize f.eedstocks to ensure the overall 
profitability of the ventures. (c) 

Economic problems and mounting worries about the 
social implications of modernization caused several 
Peninsula countries to slow down their development 
drives in the mid-l 970s. Saudi Arabia postponed 
several industrial projects in I 976 and pushed. back 
implementation of other projects during a cash flow 
crisis in 1978. Budget and balance-of-payments prob
lems caused Oman to cut back its development 
expenditures in 1977, and Kuwait has been conserva
tive in its approach to economic growth throuahout the 
1970s. (c) 

Social Strains 
The slowdown in the development drive has also 
reflected fears of growing dependency on foreign labor 
to fill manpower gaps and technological inadequacies. 
Egyptians, Jordanians, and Pait:sti~ians have moved 
into positions in skilled or semiprofessional ocCupations 
and the civil service. Westerners, although limited in 
number. dominate technological requirements, while 
Pakistanis, Indians, and S6uth Koreans fill the bulk of 
unskilled employment. In Saudi Arabia, roughly one 
out of three in the total popblation and more than half 
the labor force is foreign. In Kuwait, Qatar, and the 
UAE, natives are actually in the minority of the 
population. (c) 
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Each of the foreign groups imparts certain anxieties to 
the host governments. The Palestinian presence is 
particularly troubJCsome and tends to harden the host 
country's position on Arab-Israeli issues. Westerners 
are seen as carriers of materialism and liberalism, 
while Asian customs are strange to the Arabs. None of 
the foreign groups is compatible with fundamental 
Peninsula mores, except for the Yemenis resident in 
the oil·rich countries. Resident forcignC:rs such as 
Egyptians and Palestinians-some of whom have lived 
in their host countries for a generation--0ften are paid 
less than local counterparts and seldom are permitted 
to acquire Citizenship. Usually foreigners receive fewer 
social benefits than citizens. Generally, the trend is to 
discourage immiarants who miaht want to stay perma
nently and to deport troublemakers quickly. (c) 

The modernization of the Peninsula may have 
heightened some tensions amona local religious ele
ments, although, for now, most appear under control. 
Sunni Muslims dominate the region, but there are 
significant aroups of Shia Muslims in the Eastern 
Province of Saudi Arabia, where oil resources are 
located, and in Kuwait; Shias account for 60 percent of 
the population in Bahrain. Historically, the Shias have 
engaged in menial labor, working for Sunni landown;
ers and businessmen. Typically they have been dis· 
criminated against and barred from certain prof es· 
sions. Age-old antagonisms between Shia and Sunni 
sects in North Yemen also have a regional and tribal 
cast. The Shias in Saudi Arabia are believed to have no 
particular affinity for Iranian political developments 
and appear to have gained enough economic ground in 
recent years to forestall any serious aaitation. In 
Bahrain, pro-Khomeini supporters amona the Shias 
are stronger; pro·leftist forces are also strona: there. (s) 

Social Insulators 
Despite the strains of recent years. most countries of 
the Arabian Peninsula have experienced little social 
agitation and student unrest. So far, the few instances 
of pressure for broader based government have been 
checked without major upheaval. In Bahrain, opposi
tion to the rulina Khalifa family's suspension of the 
National Assembly and refusal to permit labor unions 
has been weak, althouah opposition aroups have been 
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pushing for more responsible and responsive govern
ment in recent weeks. Kuwait's Sabah family is' 
encouraging debate on reinstating the legislature after 
concluding from the Shah's experience that suppres
sion of political expression is dangerous. With the 
quieting of the rebellion in Dhofar in the mid-l 970s, 
opposition to Qabus' rule in Oman has been, at least 
superficially, slight. (c) 

Although it may be tenuous, social stability on. the 
Persian Gulf side of the Peninsula stems from the 
strength of tradition. The hierarchies enjoy a generally 
accepted historical legitimacy and maintain good 
relations with domestic religious establishr'J:1ents. The 
typical loose-structured governing proces's ~s built on 
tribal loyalty to a royal family, and this in turn requires 
a family consensus on the choice of a ruler and major 
policy decisions. As keeper of spiritual values, the 
ruler, at least outwardly, conforms to codes set by the 
religious community. His feel for popular views is 
gained through periodic holding of a ma]/is, or open 
court, where even the lowliest citizen can petition 
about grievances. Extensive consultations with major 
tribal leaders and important merchants help air the 
views of the middle class. (c) 

As a base of political power, the role of the military 
tends to be minor. Defense spending constitutes a 
relatively unimportant share of national income in 
most cases, and in no case has military spending 
detracted from economic needs because of the flexible 
financial margins these countries enjoy. The armed 
forces have been given primarily a deterrent mission, 
which is to hold off attack until outside help arrives. 
Upgrading of the military with sophisticated weaponry 
has done little so far to enhance force capabilities. 
Most are well below their targeted strengths because of 
the attraction of civilian job opportunities, causing 
several countries to experiment with socially unpopular 
conscription programs. (s) 

The two Yemens, on the southwest tip of the Peninsula, 
constitute exceptions. South Yemen's leadership, 
which operates under a Marxist regime patterned on 
the Soviet model, maintains palitical and social control 
through the all-pervasive Yemen Socialist Party. Most 
of the regime's suppor.t is drawn from urban areas, 
especially around Aden. Although the government has 
been somewhat successful in breaking down tribal ties, 
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some oppasition still exists in outlying areas. North 
Yemen's Government evolved from the revolution of 
the 1960s to an elected legislature that, through a 
series of coups and assassinati.ons, is now headed by a 
lackluster military officer with little popular support. 
Saudi Arabia, which has long meddled in Sana's 
affairs, provides large amounts of aid to the central 
government and to various tribes to try to ensure a 
friend in the capital under any circumstances. (s) 

Backlash From Iran 
Despite numerous differences. events in Iran have 
precipitated a general uneasiness in the Arabian 
Peninsula. The ruling hierarchies have begun to 
reexamine their domestic affairs to determine the 
extent to which they are vulnerable to the massive 
upheaval Iran has experienced. Debate repartedly is 
growing over the wisdom of continuing a rapid pace of 
modernization and, for the present, the advocates for 
conservatism and economic slowdown appear to be in 
the lead. The word has gone out to dampen 
conspicuous consumption, and adherence to religious 
tenets is advertised more publicly. For the near term, it 
seems likely that ceilings on oil production will be 
maintained and less regard given to accumulating 
foreign assets. Although there is little evidence of 
moves to liberalize the political process, if such were 
allowed to develop quickly the rulers probably would 
face prospects of hastening their own demise. At the 
same time, some concessions to political change will be 
inevitable to assuage the demands of a growing middle 
class. (c) 

In a geopolitical context, most of the Peninsula Arabs 
see growing Soviet encirclement of the region in 
Afghanistan, the Horn of Africa, and South Yemen, 
and failure on the part of the United States to thwart 
Soviet encroachment. Currently they are juggling the 
merits of continued strong ties with the West versus 
preserving Arab unity and moderating role the Gulf 
has played in Arab affairs. Judging from the agitation 
developing over the Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty, 
most probably will opt for Arab unity. (c) 
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~opulation: 

Govmtmcnt: 
340,000; 75 percent native 

Tnditional monarchy naled by 
________ the A! Kb&lifa family 

Head of State: Amir Iaa ibn Salman Al Khalifa 

Rcliaion of Native Population: 60 percent Shia Mualim. 
40 percent Sunni Muslim 

Uter!CJ Rate: 40 percent 

StudcntSbarcofPopulation: 25 pcrce~::.'------
Oil-: lO,OOOb/din 1971 

OffJQal Foreian ~-' --~S~SSO. million in June 1978 
Groa~~~l.1billionin l,!_77 ___ _ 

Siu: of Armad Forces: 1.600 

National Police Force: 2. 700 

Uncle11lfled 
!171799 3-79 
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Bahrain: Economic and Political 
Management Growing Harder 

Ruled by the Khalifa family for nearly 200 years, the 
island nation of Bahraiq has enjoyed a limited prosper· 
ity from its oil wealth and has developed into a regional 
bankina and commerclal center. Of special sia;nifi· 
cancc to the United States because it allows the small 
US Middle East Naval Force Portin11 facilities in the 
Persian Gulf, Bahrain traditionally has been a source 
of moderation in regional politics. At home, the 
a:overnment is now facing increasing Unrest from 
Bahraini dissidents who, inspired by Iranian devclop-
mcnts., arc seekina: greater political participation and 
social justice. With oil production on the wane. the 
Khalifas hope to maintain their arip on aovernment by 
11radually raising livin11 standards throuah develop
ment of services and light industry and by payin11 lip 
service to political modernization. A recent estimate 
sets the pGpulation at 340,000 of which rou11hly three
quarters are native Bahrainis. (c) 

The Gonrnment 

While making occasional overtures to Bahrainis on 
issues of constitutional a:overnment and social reform. 
the government remains an olia:archy ~ntrollcd by the 
Khalifa family. Family members hold half of the scats 
on the Council of Ministers and most major govern· 
ment PoSts; as many as 1,000 Khalifas may be on the 
public roles. Isa ibn Salman Al Khalifa, the 45-year
old Amir who has ruled since 1961, exercises consider· 
able personal control over public affairs. His major 
objectives arc: (a) maintainin11 the country as a family 
preserve, (b) developing a stable economic base, (c) 
eliminating internal security threats, and (d) promot
ing cordial tics with Arab neiahbors and Western 
states. (c) 

Despite corruption and abuse of their preroa:atives, the 
Khalifas thus far have encountered only moderate 
resistance from diverse opposition groups. Indeed. the 
Amirs ruled virtually unchallenaed until the early 
1950s when demands for Political chanac forced some 
constitutional concessions. The anticipated hue and cry 
over Isa's subsequent backslidina on political and 
social reforms-for example, refusal to permit labor 
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unions, suspension in 1975 of the National Assembly, 
and failure to restore parliamentary democracy or 
accept any constitutional limit on the ruler's powers
has been relatively weak. (c) 

Internal Dissidence 

The primary threat to internal security stems from the 
reliaious split within the island: Shia Muslims com
prise 60 percent of the indiacnous pGpulation but arc 
dominated Politically and economically by Sunni 
Muslims, including the rulin11 family and most of the 
major merchant families. The laboring class, fisher
men, and farmers are mainly Shia. In recent years the 
Shia have 11ained some upward mobility, but the two 
sects have experienced little social interminaling be· 
cause of exclusionary political practices by the Sunnis 
and the maintenance of separate judicial, educational. 
and religious systems by the Shia.(s) 

The Shia harbor considerable bitterness over their 
inferior socioeconomic position. In the past they have 
been active, if relatively ineffective, in Bahrain's small 
labor movements and weak leftist dissident or1aniza· 
tions. Recent Shia successes in Iran, however, have 
inspired a sense of pride. Reli1ious leaders have 
encouraaed Shia youth to spread antiaovernment 
slogans. Pro.Khomeini and antimonarchial sentiment 
apparently is widespread amona: Bahraini Shia, and 
additional antigovernment activity is a strona: possibil· 
ity. (s) 

Leftist movements, which are predominately Shia, 
have also been heartened by Iranian developments. 
Radical dissidents are bidin1 their time in expectation 
that a leftist aovernment will come to power in Iran, 
providing them Political and perhaps material suppGrt. 
Althouah the movements have been weakened by 
persistent suppression by a fairly efficient security 
service, the aovernment has been unable to prevent the 
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Bahrain: Gofernment Leaders 

Name 

Isa ibn Salman Al Khalifa 1 

Khalifa ibn Salman Al Khalifa 1 

Hamad ibn Isa Al Khalifa 1 

HabibQassim 

Yusuf Ahmad aJ.Shirawi 

Abd al-Aziz ibn Muhammad Al Khalifa i 

Ibrahim Abd al·Karim 

Position 

Amir 

Prime Minister 

Crown Prince; 
Defense Minister; 
Commander in Chief, 
Bahrain Defense Force 

Minister of Commerce and 
A1ricuhure 

Minister of Development and 
Industry 

Minister of Education 

Minister of Finance and 
Economy 

Back.around 1 

Youn1er brother of Amir 

Oldest son of Amir 

Cousin of Amir 

Muhammad ibn Mubarak Al Khalifa 1 Minister of Forcian Affairs Cousin of Amir 

Ali Muhammad Fakhru Minister of Health 

Khalid ibn Abdallah Al Khalifa_'cc----------ccM~in~is_tc_r_of~H~oC-use-in~•~----Cou_si_n o~f-CAC-mC-ir __ _ 
Tariq Abd al-Rahman al-Muayyid Minister of Information 

Muhammad ibn Khalifa ibn Hamid Al Khalifa' Minister of the Interior Cousin of Amir 

Abdallah ibn Khalid Al Khalifa 1 Minister of JustiCC', Islamic 
Affairs 

Cousin of Amir 

Isa ibn Muhammad Al Khalifa 1 

MaJid al·Jishi 

Ibrahim Muhammad Hasan Humaydan 

Jawad Salim al·Urayid 

Husayn Muhammad al-Baharna 

'Assumed to be Sunni Muslim. 
1 Indicates member of Al Khalifa family, 

This table is Unclassified. 

gradual spread of leftist beliefs among Bahraini youth. 
While organized leftists number only about 150 to 800, 
they probably have the sympathy of thousands of 
Bahrainis. (s NF NC oc) 

Shia religious leaders and leftists share common 
objections to the Khalifa regime but probably disagree 
over what policies a new government should adopt. 
Thus far, they have shown little evidence of 
cooperation; the possibility of future joint efforts 
against the regime seems to be increasing. The 
government must soon come to terms with the de· 
mands of both the Shias and the leftists for a share of 
the power. (s) 
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Minister of Labor. Social 
Affairs 

Minister of Public Works 

Minister of Transportation 

Minister of State for Cabinet 
Affairs 

Minister of State and Leaal 
Affairs 

Economic Modernization 

Cousin of Amir 

Shia Muslim 

ShiaMuslim 

Broad-based economic development to pave the way 
for a future without oil has been a major a:overnment 
strategy to alleviate polilical and social unrest. 
Originally stressina the development of heavy indus
tries such as aluminum processina and ship repairing, 
the aovernment in more recent years has favored the 
construction of roads, port facilities, schools, and 
communication facilities. It is movina: forward on the 
island's first sewage system and on construction of a 
long-planned electric power plant; housing and health 
are receivina: major shares of current budget expendi· 
lures. (c) 
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Future economic priorities include establishment of 
services and private light manufacturing industries
areas where Bahrain has a comparative advantage over 
the rest of the Arabian Peninsula in human resources, 
location, and a well-developed transportation network. 
A Saudi-funded causeway to Saudi Arabia is planned, 
and if built, should stimulate small manufacturing 
because of anticipated demand from the future Saudi 
industrial center at Jubayl; the causeway also would 
expand Bahrain's traditional entrepot and transit 
trade. (c) 

Modernization of the defense sector has a low eco
nomic priority; Bahrain has the smallest and most 
poorly equipped armed forces on the Arabian Penin
sula. Defense spending held steady at 4 percent of 
national output over the 1973-77 period, although 
outlays increased in absolute terms. Annual deliveries 
of military equipment (largely funded by Saudi 
Arabia) hovered around the SI million mark in the 
same period. The Bahrainis apparently do not perceive 
any major external threat; their arms buildup has been 
aimed at preserving internal security and at placating 
the military establishment, which regarded its weap
ons as inferior to those of neighboring countries. (s NF 

NC) 

Public Revenues, Economic Growth, 
and the Balance of Payments 

The government's ability to modernize and diversify its 
economy was aided by the quadrupling in world oil 
prices in 1973/74 and the attendant rapid expansion in 
economic activity throughout the Arabian Peninsula. 
Although oil production has actually dropped in recent 
years, Bahrain, which is not a member of OPEC, has 
seen its oil revenues rise from $75 million in 1973 to 
almost $500 million in 1977 as a result of higher prices. 
At the same time, increased demand for Bahraini 
financial services has led to more than a tripling in 
nonoil revenues, to $125 million in 1977. (c) 

Reflecting the government's gi'eatly expanded revenue 
base, real GDP has grown at an average annual rate of 
11 percent since 1973. All of the growth was generated 
in the nonoil sector, led by burgeoning banking and 
insurance services. Banking, in particular, received a 
shot in the arm when the government decided to license 
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offshore banking units in 1974. The relocation of many 
banking and other services after the civil war in 
Lebanon also benefited Bahrain. Public administration 
(including defense) and manufacturing have also 
grown rapidly. Small to begin with, agriculture has 
steadily lost importance, while hydrocarbon produc
tion-with oil reserves dwindling-has maintained its 
share of GDP only because of higher oil prices. (c) 

Although rapid economic growth and falling oil 
production have weakened Bahrain's trade account 
since 1973, the balance of payments remains strong. 
Bolstered by sizable innows of direct investment 
(particularly in construction) and foreign aid (mostly 
from various Ai-ab Funds), official reserves have 
mounted and, at $552 million in mid-1978, represented 
the equivalent of three months of imports. The external 
debt also has risen, to an estimated $154 million at 
yea rend I 977, of which $65 million had been dis
bursed. Nevertheless, Bahrain's debt-service ratio in 
that year was only I percent, leaving lots of room for 
more borrowing abroad. (c) 

Modernization Fallout 

While most Bci.hrainis no doubt are materially better 
off because of the boom, the modernization drive 
inevitably has created certain sociopolitical problems. 
It appears to have widened the traditional income gap 
between the wealthy Sunnis and the poor Shias, and it 
has entailed substantial growth in the potentially 
restive expatriate labor force. At the same time, tighter 
economic links with Saudi Arabia have increased 
traditionally strong Saudi leverage over Bahraini 
policy. (c) 

Ma/distribution of Wealth 
Rapid economic development has exacerbated the 
traditional strains between the Sunni and Shia com
munities. All Bahrainis have benefited from better 
education, health, and housing facilifr: .. s; per capita 
incomes have increased considerably, rising by 270 
percent since 1973, to $5,000 in 1977. Nonetheless, the 
political elite, the landowners, and the merchants, who 
are predominately Sunni, have gained more from the 
boom than the farmers (who have been neglected) and 
the laborers (who have seen their wage gains eaten 
away by double digit inflation). (c) 
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The Expatriai. Problem 
Until 1974 Bahrain was the only nation on the Persian 
Gulf with an excess of skilled local manpower. Since 
that time the economic boom has increased the need 
for expatriate workers, who now constitute rou&hly 
one-half of the work force. The a:overnnicnt is encour
agin1 a shift in recruitment, from India and Pakistan 
to other Far Eastern countries to prevent one foreign 
nationality from predominatina: in the labor forCc. 
Indians and Pakistanis currently number 23,~ 
about 60 percent of foreian workers. Bahrain's 1,500 
Palestinians are employed as skilled laborers, accoun
tants, managers, teachers, and civil servants. Although 
the expatriates maintain a low political profile because 
they receive some state benefits such as free education 
and medical care, they are often resented by Bahraini 
nationals, particularly if they occupy skilled or profes
sional jobs. The eovernment is particularly worried 
about the dependency of the civil service-on foreianers; 
its policy of Bahrainization instituted several years ago 
has yet to reduce this dependency. (c) 

The Saudi Role 
Increased aid flows and e:rowing financial and indus· 
trial ties have increased traditional Saudi influence in 
Bahrain. The Khalifa family is related to the Saudi 
and Kuwaiti rulina: families and tends to follow their 
line in domestic policies and foreia:n affairs. Saudi 
disapproval of Bahrain's parliamentary experiment 
undoubtedly reinforced Isa's decision to suspend the 
experiment after liberalization became a rallyina: point 
for opposition to his aovernment. '(C) 
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Outlook 

Despite submera:ed social and political tensions, most 
of the ingredients that triggered revolutionary u~ 
heaval in Iran are missina or have already been 
diffused in Bahrain. The flow of wealth into the 
country has been less dramatic than in the OPEC 
countries, because oil production is small and dcclinM 
ing. Bahrain also has had a measure of wealth for some 
time, permittin& economic progress at a moderate pace 
over several decades. A large indigenous work force 
has made the country less dependent on foreign labor 
than many of its neighbors. Bahrainis may eventually 
be phased into jobs occupied by expatriates because of 
the rising educational level of the population, including 
women. (c) 

The flexibility of the Khalifa family, however, may be 
the best insurance Bahrain has against political 
instability. The government realizes that Bahrain will 
not be able to compete with other countries in 
developing heavy industry and has focused economic 
policy on social welfare and light industry. While 
outlawing labor unions, the government has passed 
laws regulatina: working conditions and providin~ a 
aradually widening range of social benefits for Bah
rainis. (c) 

The Amir is hringina the middle class into the 
a:overnment and has even appointed several Shia 
advisers includina two Cabinet ministers. The rulina: 
family is also looking for a means of reinstating a 
national assembly that would avoid the destabilizing 
influence of the last assembly while permitting enough 
sharina: of power to spread the blame if general unrest 
on the Iranian pattern breaks out. (c) 
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Kuwait: Buying Off Upheaval? 

Kuwait is the richest, the most politically sophisti
cated, and the most outward looking of the smaller 
states in the Arabian Peninsula. In the past decade, the 
ruling Sabah family has shown some awareness of the 
need for political modernization by consulting promi
nent business families and tribal leaders on a broad 
range of issues. It has been able to soothe most 
opposition and to maintain a stable and credible 
government despite the suspension of the National 
Assembly and frequent crackdowns on the media. On 
the whole, the Sa bah family appears to have a 
reasonably firm grip on the reins of power, in large part 
because it provides the Kuwaitis with one of the 
highest standards of living in the world. (c) 

Nevertheless, we expect that pressures from the 
restless Shia Muslim and expatriate communities will 
accelerate social and political change in the next 
several years. In addition, the turmoil of the last 
several months in Iran has raised the vulnerability of 
the entire Arabian Peninsula to latent forces for 
change. Events beyond Kuwait's borders and o .. utside 
its control, such as an Arab-Israeli peace settlement or 
conflicts in the Yemens and Lebanon, could create 
repercussions that the Sabah family would have 
trouble containing. (c) 

Government Type and Style 

Titularly a constitutional monarchy since indepen
dence from the United Kingdom in 1961, Kuwait is 
run by the Sabah family oligarchy, which has ruled 
since 1756. Succession of the head of state-the 
Amir-is determined by consensus of the senior 
members of the royal family. Tradition calls for the 
amirship to alternate between the two branches of the 
family, and the constitution calls for a National 
Assembly to approve the selection of a successor. In 
fact, both requirements are honored in the breach or 
glossed over. The current Amir, Jabir al-Ahmad al
Sabah, has ruled since January 1978; for more than a 
decade prior to his accession, Jabir played a major role 
in Kuwaiti policy as Crown Prince and Prime Minister. 
(c) 
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The Amir rules in consultation with trusted advisers, 
his Cabinet, and the extended Sabah family. The royal 
family presently holds nine out of 22 Cabinet posts, 
including all key appointments. Principal tribal lead
ers, prominent merchant families, religious leaders, 
and senior military officers traditionally have been 
consulted on major policy issues. Political parties are 
prohibited, and political activity among expatriates is 
not tolerated. (c) 

The National Assembly was dissolved in 1976 follow
ing leftist lobbying, which the royal family viewed as 
damaging to foreign policy. Kuwaiti youth educated 
abroad, who want a greater role in governing the 
country, were particularly alienated by this move. The 
ruling oligarchy recently launched public debate on 
restoration of the Assembly after concluding that the 
Shah lost his throne at least in part because he 
suppressed political expression. (c) 

The present ruler has been able to maintain solidarity 
and discipline among the royal family despite the 
existence of several factions within the two branches. 
His controversial appointment of his cousin Sad al
Abdallah al-Sa bah as Crown Prince and Prime Minis
ter has been accepted by the family, and his appoint-· 
ments of other ministers have been well received. 
Although corruption within the royal family has 
caused popular criticism, it is less extensive than 
elsewhere on the Arabian Peninsula.· In any event, the 
Sabah family currently is reviewing the role of family 
members in local commercial and financial activities. 
Word has been passed to wealthy families to limit 
conspicuous consumption. (c) 

Relations With Labor 

Organized labor could pose a problem for the govern· 
meot if popular feeling were to develop that workers 
were being shortchanged and that political influence 
was being inordinately abused. The trade unions are 
among the best organized in the area. Representing 
one-third of the native work force, they have the 
potential to halt activity in key sectors of the economy. 
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Kuwait: Go"ernment Leaders 

Name 
Jabir al-Ahmad al-Sabah J 

Sad al-Abdallah al-Sabah 1 

Jabir al-Ali al-Sabah 1 

Sabah al-Ahmad al-Sabah 1 

Khalid al-Ahmad al-Jabir al-Sabah 1 

Abd al-Wahab al-Nafisi 

Sulayman Zayd al-Khalid 

Salim al-Sabah al-Salim al-Sabah 1 

Jasim Khalid al-Marzuq 

Hamad Mubarak al-Ayyar 

Abd al-Rahman Salim al-Atiqi 

Dr. Abd al-Rahman al-Awadi 

Not availab/~ 

Nawaf al-Ahmad al-Jabir al-Sa bah 1 

Abdallah al-Mufarraj 

Salman al-Duayj al-Sabah 1 

Ali al-Khalifa al-Sabah 1 

Muhammad al-Adasani 

Hamud Yusir al-Nisf 

Yusif Jasim al-Hajji 

Abd al-Aziz Mahmud Bu-Shahri 

Abd al-Aziz Husayn 

'The only Shia Muslim to hold a Cabinet post was Abd al-Muttalib 
al-Kazimi, Minister of Oil from 197S to 1978; all others are assumed 
to be Sunni Muslims. 
1 Desia:natcs members of the rulina family, Those in the Cabinet 
represent different compctina branches of the family. 

This table is Unclassified. 
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Position 

Amir 

Prime Minister 

Deputy Prime Minister and 
Ministry of Information 

Deputy Prime Minister and 
Ministry or Foreian Affairs 

Minister for Amiri Diwan 
Affairs 

Minister of Commerce and 
Industry 

Minister or Communications 

Minister of Defense 

Minister or Education 

Minister of Electricity and 
Water 

Minister or Finance 

Minister of Health 

Minister of Housina 

Minister or Interior 

Minister or Justice 

Backaround' 

Distant cousin or Amir 

Distant cousin of Amir 

Hair brother of Amir 

Half brother or Amir 

Distant cousin of Amir; 
son of late Amir 

Hair brother of Amir 

Minister or Lc1al and Adminis- Cousin of Amir 
trativeAffairs 

Minister or Oil Cousin of Amir 

Minister of Plannin1 

Minister of Public Works 

Minister of Reliaious Trwts and 
Islamic Affairs 

Minister of Social Affairs and 
Labor 
Minister of State for Cabinet 
Affairs 
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The 14 unions that comprise the General Federation of 
Kuwaiti Workers are made up of employees in the oil 
industry, banking, and nine government ministries. 
The union leadership tends tp be leftist or Communist, 
while the rank and file is apolitical. Thus far, the 
government has successfully muzzled political radical
ism and diverted union activity toward brcad-and
butter issues. (c) 

Sharing the Oil W ealtb 

The moderate level of internal political stress reflects 
the sharing of the country's oil riches with most 
citizens, who must be distinguished from the large 
expatriate population. Already oil rich for more than 
25 years, Kuwait received an enormous financial 
windfall from the 1973/74 oil price hikes. Oil revenues 
expanded from $2 billion in 1973 to $9 billion in 1977. 
Kuwait has used these revenues to extend what had 
previously been one of the most advanced welfare 
states in the world. 

• Employment is guaranteed to all citizens, with the 
government servin& as employer of last resort. 

• Housing (often including prqvision of land and 
credit) is provided at a fraction of its real cost. 

• Food is subsidized. 

• Income is tax-free. 

• Free public education, medical care, ar1d utilities are 
provided to all citizens. 

The only major shortcoming of Kuwaiti welfarism is 
the shortage of lower income housina:. where construc
tion has not been able to keep up with demand. (c) 

While the country's 110,000 native Shias (20 percent 
of the native population) have shared in the oil wealth, 
they continue to suffer certain forms of political and 
social discrimination. As a a:roup they have been 
immensely successful financially and apparently have 
as much to lose from civil unrest as do their Sunni 
brethren. Although Shias-including prosperous busi
ness families-recently staa:ed a pro-Khomeini rally 
and may press for a:rcater political liberalization, they 
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arc probably too prosperous to become true revolution
aries. (c) 

While Kuwaiti citizens enjoy the benefits of the oil 
wealth, the foreia:ners who provide much of the labor 
and second echelon manaa:eria1 skills have been less 
fortunate. Expatriates, who comprise 53 percent of the 
1.2 mi11ion population and 70 percent of the labor 
force, are frequently paid less than natives for similar 
jobs and have the hardest time finding housing. 
Expatriates are barred from owning businesses or land, 
forming political parties, or eneaeing in any type of 
political activity. Strict naturalization laws deny citi
zenship to all but a few foreigners. (c) 

The exclusion of noncitizens from property ownership 
and political activity breeds resentment, particularly 
amone the Palestinians. The 300,000 Palestinians 
make up the largest single foreien group and occupy 25 
percent of all civil service jobs, including many key 
positions. The security forces monitor the Palestinians 
closely and occasionally deport troublemakers; the 
threat of losing employment has been the most 
effective deterrent to political activity. Nevertheless, 
the sheer weight of Palestinian numbers continues to 
worry the ruling family. (c) 

Managing the Oil W ealtb 

Profiting from the mistakes of the past, the Kuwaiti 
Government has husbanded its oil resources in the 
I 970s-a policy that has helped to mitigate political 
and social unrest. Oil production has been reduced to 
stretch out reserves for future eenerations. Because of 
the continued rises in oil prices, the decrease in output 
has not prevented an upward trend in oil revenues since 
197 5. Nonoil growth has been held to the moderate 
pace of 8 percent annually since 1973. Recognizing the 
limited potential for domestic investment, the govern
ment invested heavily abroad, even in the pre-1973 
period. Kuwaiti foreign investment practices have lone 
been the the most sophisticated of all the Arab oil
producing states. (c) 

Government oil policy has demonstrated a clearer view 
of national self-interest in the 1970s. Oil t.1utput has 
been scaled back from 3 million b/d to 2 million b/d 
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since 197 3. The country's 80 billion barrels of esti
mated proved and probable reserves are equivalent to 
100 years of output at this rate. The government began 
taking an equity interest in oil output and upped the 
taxes and royalties paid by the foreign oil companies 
operating in the country. It acquired complete owner
ship of the oil secto~. which provided 70 percent of 
GDP in 1975. (c) 

Indigenous nonoil development has focused on trans
portation and communications, social services, and the 
industrial base. In industry, capital-iritensive export 
sectors using oil and gas as feedstocks and energy 
sources have been stressed. The government has 
generally chosen projects that can compete in the 
international economy and that give reasonable rates 
of return by normal commercial standards. In contrast 
to I ran and many other LDCs, Kuwait has avoided 
white elephant industrial showpieces. (u) 

Despite large expenditures for economic diversi
fication, the government has an excess of revenues. 
Official reserve assets mounted from $3.7 billion at 
yearend 1973 to $9.6 billion in mid-1978. In addition, 
the country has $17 .3 billion in nonreserve foreian 
assets, invested mostly in the United States and the 
United Kingdom. Income from these assets has contri
buted to a fivefold jump in nonoil revenues in 1974-77, 
and the government hopes that this income will allow a 
continuation of economic development as oil output 
and reserves decline. The government now requires 
that I 0 percent of oil revenues be put into a Future 
Generations Reserve Fund, which is invested abroad, 
Income from these investments is retained by the Fund 
and cannot be drawn for budgetary use for at least 25 
years. (s NF) 

Foreign Policy 

Reflecting its geographic and military vulnerability, 
Kuwait has based its foreign policy on the enlisting and 
balancing of political support from neighbors. ft seeks 
to keep the Persian Gulf free of Big Power strife and to 
maintain friendly relations with all countries. Its 
strong support of Arab unity is intended to protect it 
from invasion or a foreign·supported radical revolu
tion. Any si;rt in Arab ranks, particularly on the 
Palestinian question. is considered a threat to Kuwaiti 
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internal and external security. Although sympathetic 
to the Palestinian cause, Kuwait might advocate a 
more conservative line were it not for the large local 
Palestinian population. (c) 

The expansion in Kuwait's oil revenues has enhanced 
the country's foreign leverage. An aid program-one 
of the earliest among the OPEC oil producers-is now 
a major foreign policy tool. Kuwait, the world's fourth 
largest aid donor, has the highest aid-to-GDP ratio 
(about IO percent) of all countries. In 1974-77, total 
aid disbursements amounted to $2 .8 billion and went to 
40 different countries. More than three-fourths of its 
aid has gone to Arab states, particularly the confronta
tion countries. In a bid to maintain domestic Palestin
ian support, Kuwait has made contributions to the 
Palestinian Liberation Oraanization (PLO) and to the 
UN fund for refuaee camps (UNRWA). (s) 

If political and economic measures fail to deter 
external aggression, Kuwait will have to rely on its 
meager military forces. Kuwait's armed forces, com
prised mainly of local tribesmen, number only 9,)00. A 
national police force, which potentially could provide 
some backup, numbers 15,200. Because of difficulties 
in attracting recruits, Kuwait recently instituted 
conscription. (s NF) 

The ruling family realizes that it could not stop a major 
military invasion; its strategy is to build a defense force 
strong enough to stall an invader until outside support 
could be obtained. In I 976-77, a major overhaul and 
upgrading of the armed forces was begun, with Kuwait 
going to Western nations and, to a much lesser extent, 
the USSR to purchase jet fighters, tanks, missiles, and 
ships. The value of military deliveries has risen from 
$1.6 million in 1974 to$324 million in I977. Because 
of rapid economic growth, defense spending still 
constitutes only 4 percent of GDP-about the same as 
in 1973-and is not larae enough to provoke any 
widespread resentment among the affluent population. 
(S NF NC) 
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Outlook 

With its enormous wealth and population or only 1.2 
million, Kuwait should bc able to maintain political 
stability in the next several years. Lona experience 
with the manaacmcnt or wealth and the development 
or broad social proarams make the Sabah family less 
vulnerable to internal dissidence than several or its 
nciahbors. Nevertheless, pressures from Iocai Shias 
and Palestinians as well as from educated Kuwaitis 
from all rcliaious and ethnic croups arc likely to brine 
considerable social and political chance in the comina 
years. (c) 

:fhc Kuwaitis may be able to avoid potential Palestin
ian-and other cxpatriate-unrest throuah UP£radcd 
social services. Given the local dependency on forcian 
labor to maintain services and the political flak that 
would ensue if Kuwait expelled sizable numbers or 
Palestinians, lara:e-scalc deportation is not a viable 
solution. In particular the rulina family will be under 
area t pressure to adopt a more radical stance in 
support or the Palestinian cause. (c) 

In response to demands ror more popular representa
tion, the Sabah family probably will try to reinstitute 
the National Assembly in a form that will not recreate 
former problems or jeopardize ramily rule. In the short 
term, tokenism may be sufficient to maintain the 
rulina family in power; in the Iona term, the Sabah 
family will be under incrcasina pressure to share real 
power with cmcraina political forces. (c) 
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Population: 6.J million; nearly 100 percent 
native 

Government: Military reaime (pro-West) 

Head or State: Lieutenant Colonel Ali 
Abdallah Salih 

~~~~~~~~~~· ·~~~~~~ 

Reliaion of Native Population: SS percent Sunni-Shafi Mu1lim, 
45 percent Shia-Zaydi Muslim 

Literacy Rate: 15 percent 

Econom~· Small aaricultural economy, 
heavily supported by worker 

Official Forcip Asaeli: 

Orem National Product: 

Size of Armed Forces: 

National Police Force: 

UnclHslfled 
578804 3-79 

Secret 

rcmittancca. 

$I .JS billion in June 1978 

$2.S billion in I 977 

16,SOO; tribal forcca called u 
need 

4,300cat. 
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North Yemen: Ties With Saudi Arabia 
A Mixed Blessing (u) 

Survival of the current North Yemen government 
depends on continued palitical and economic support 
from Saudi Arabia. The Saudis have spearheaded 
international efforts to protect Sana against incursions 
from South Yemen and have pledged almost $I billion 
in economic aid in the past five years. Paradoxically 
they have never trusted North Yemen and have 
conspired to keep it internally weak. The Saudis 
nonetheless want to maintain a friendly reeime as their 
first line of defense against the radical government of 
South Yemen. As for President Ali Abdallah Salih, his 
attempts to placate the a:~owing number Of critics of his 
performance and to broaden his support may be too 
late. (s) 

North Yemen, officially titled Yemen Arab Republic, 
occupies a 200,000-square-kilometer chunk of the 
southern part of the Arabian Peninsula. Agriculture 
dominates economic activity. Although rainfall is far 
superior to that of other Peninsula states, output 
remains hostage to a harsh and erratic climate. In 
search of higher earnings, large numbers of North 
Yemenis have migrated to boom sites in the Persian 
Gulf area, for the most part in Saudi Arabia. The 
remittances sent home by these workers is equal in 
amount to more than 50 percent of GDP and cover a 
large part of North Yemen imports; furthermore, 
through customs duties levied on imports, they indi
rectly provide a major share of government revenues. 
By exposing Yemeni expatriates to new ideas and 
skills, migration is changing the social values held dear 
by conservative Arabs. Changes in traditional values 
and life styles are accelerating at a time when North 
Yemen is trying to cope with incursions from South 
Yemen and with continued Saudi ties to the inde
pendent-minded northern tribes-a situation that 
could perpetuate weak eovernments and defer creation 
of genuine democratic institutions. (c), 
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Political Change 

The area now making up the Yemen Arab Republic 
was a political and economic anachronism until the 
September 1962 revolution, which ended the feudal 
rule of the Imam and opened the way for outside 
influences. The ·gfoup of republicans who overthrew 
the lmamate started replacing North Yemen's medi
eval Islamic state with the institutions and 'practices of 
a more modern government. Under the tutelage of the 
Egyptians, who were backing the republicans in the 
ongoing civil war' with Saudi-backed royalist elements, 
some two dozen ministries and other governmental 
agencies as w(ll as a number of joint public-private 
enterprises were created. With the formal end of the 
civil war in 1970, a constitution was promulgated 
leading to North Yemen's first national elections and 
to the creation of a legislative body, the Consultative 
Council. Although organized political parties have 
never developed, elements of the council espoused 
Baathist, Nasirist, and other views. (c) 

Never strong to begin with, the influence of the 
Consultative Council on national policy has been 
eroded by a· succession of ruling Military Command 
Councils in recent years. In 1974, a four-man Com· 
mand Council, under the charismatic leadership of 
Colonel Ibrahim al-Hamdi, seized complete power. 
The Council at\empted to strenathen the central 
eovernment by emphasizing economic development 
and modernization. A host of reform committees, 
cooperatives, emigrant societies, and other institutions 
that threatened the pawer of tribal and traditional 
forces were instituted. The government nevertheless 
was never able to establish comprehensive control over 
many areas of the country, particularly the northeast. 
(s) 

Hamdi's reforms were largely forgotten after he was 
assassinated in October 1977. Under his successor, 
Colonel Ahmad al·Ghashmi, the government took on a 
more personal ~nd military cast. This emphasis on the 
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North Yemen: Government Leaders 1 

Name Position B•ckgrouad 1 

Ali Abdallah Salih President Zaydi 

Muhammad Ahmad al-Junayd Deputy Prime Minister for Financial and Economic Affairs Shafi 

Abd al-Karim al-lryani Minister of Aa;riculture Unknown 

Husayn Abdallah al·Amri Minister of Forcia;n Affairs Unknown 

Yahya Husayn al-Arashi Minister of Information and Culture Unknown 

Muhammad Hamud Khamis Minister of Interior Unknown 

Ahmad al-Mihanni Minister of Public Works and Municipalities Unknown 

'The list is incomplete because of a recent Cabinet shuffle. 
J Friction between the Sunni and Shia sects of Islam is not directly 
pertinent in the politica! life of North Yemen. Intense rivalry does 
exist, however, between the Zaydis (an offshoot of the Shia sect) and 
the Shafis (a branch i:Jf the Sunni sect). Zaydi and Shafi litura;ical 
differences arc blurry but economic and social class differcftccs 
promote political frictions between the dominant (althouah lesser in 
number) Zaydis and the Shafi population. Cabinets are a;cncrally 
balanced between the two aroups. 

military continued after Ghashmi was assassinated by 
an agent of South Yemen in June 1978. The current 
president, Lt. Col. Ali Abdallah Salih, lacks a power 
base outside of the armed forces and is resented by 
some elements in the armed forces because they 
suspect that he was responsible for the.death of the 
popular Hamdi. His regime faces the difficult task of 
convincing the North Yemenis that it can solve the 
country's many political and economic problems. At 
the same time, the current governme~t ~ust grapple 
with a poor security situation caused by subversive 
activities sponsored by Marxist Soutn Yemen. (s NF) 

Sociological Dh·isions 

A religious cleavage amon& the 6.3 million North 
Yemenis is a potentially explosive element in the 
country's internal security picture. The Zaydi commu
nity of the Shia sect of the northern, central, and 
eastern areas of North Yemen have for centuries ruled 
the Shafi community of the Sunni Muslim sect 
prevailing in the south and southwest. The differenti
ation between the two sects is less a matter of religious 
doctrine than of social and cultural traits. Because they 
were denied any appreciable role in government, m~ny 
Shafis turned to cOmmerce-often outside North 
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Yemen-and were exposed to greater outside influ
ences than the more insular Zaydis. (c) 

The Shafis are beeinning to gain a small degree of 
political influence. The increasing number of techno
crats needed by the government to provide public 
services and manage the economic development pro
gram are found more readily among the Shafis than 
among the tribal Zaydis. As the economy moves away 
from the traditional agricultural pursuits of the tribes, 
the Zaydis seem likely to lose their solidarity. (c) 

Military Weakness 

The Shafi/Zaydi split weakens the cohesiveness of the 
military forces. Military units were orie:inally formed 
alone- tribal lines. Because recruits are naturally 
attracted to units containina: fellow tribesmen, the 
tribal orientation of different units has been perpet
uated. Military officers are generally Zaydis; they tend 
to be clannish, badly educated, and poorly trained. , 
Many Shafis have refused to serve under Zaydi · 
superiors. Along with the;: increasing politicization of 
the armed forces and widespread corruption among the 
officer ranks, this sectarianism has led to personnel 
shortages. (s NF) 
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While internal dissension accounts for a large part of 
the poor performance of North Yemenis in recent 
clashes with South Yemen. the military has also 
suffered from old and poorly maintained equipment. 
The armed forces are equipped largely with obsolete 
Soviet arms and some newer WeS:tern equipme'nt. 
Total deliveries of military equipment in 1973-77 
amounted to only $90 million, compared with $197 
million for South Yemen. The gap was widened further 
in 1978. North Yemen devotes only 7.5 percent of its 
national output to defense spending in contrast to 
South Yemen's 14.5 percent. Recent inflows of US 
equipment from the United States and Saudi Arabia 
financed by Riyadh presumably will help to reduce the 
military imbalance. (s NF) 

Migration: Manpower Drain 

Military personnel shortages reflect a general man
power shortage in North Yemen. Ever since the 
1973/74 oil price hikes touched off booms in Saudi 
Arabia and other Gulf states. growing numbers have 
been migrating to jobs abroad. About 30 percent of the 
male labor force is now working outside the country. 
The inadequate supply of domestic labor has become a 
major constraint on economic development programs 
and the expansion of private business at home. 
Agriculture in particular has been affected; the loss of 
labor has led to abandonment of some farmfand and 
may have contributed to a decrease in output. (c) 

Because of the tight labor situation, women are slowly 
breaking through traditional taboos and trickling into 
the labor force. The transformation has been most 
startling in agriculture. In addition to the usual chores 
of cooking, water carrying, child raising, gathering 
fodder, and caring for animals, women now participate 
in traditionally male-dominated activities such as 
plowing, planting, and harvesting. Fefnale agricultural 
laborers tend to earn one-half to three-fourths the 
wages of male counterparts. In some parts of the 
country women even act as farm managers, make 
investment decisions, and serve as equal partners in 
ventures such as home electrification and group well 
drilling. (c) 
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Migration: Financing the Economy 

The officially reported earnings sent home by North 
Yemenis working in Saudi Arabia and other countries 
soared to SI billion in 1978, or nine times the 1974 
figure. This sum is equal in amount to more than 50 
percent of gross domestic product (GDP). Undoubt
edly additional remittances are sent home that are not 
registered by the central bank; returning Yemenis also 
bring cars, trucks, and other consumer items back to 
North Yemen. These funds have helped double per 
capita income in the past five years to $350. (c) 

Remittances have proved a boon to public finances. 
Since the increased purchasing power generated by 
remittances has greatly upped demand for imports, 
customs duties on these purchases have risen sharply 
and form by far the greatest share of public revenues 
(85 percent). At the same time, official reserves have 
risen steadily, reaching more than Sl.4 billion for 
yearend 1978. The central bank presently pursues a 
policy of purchasing only dollars with the Yemeni rials 
it prints. For an LDC poor in natural resources, North 
Yemen has a remarkably a:ood international credit 
rating. Private holdings of dollars and other hard 
currencies- encouraged by a lack of exchange 
controls-are probably greater than public holdings. 
(c) 

Because of manpower and other constraints, the 
demand generated by the inflows of foreign funds has 
only been met in part by domestic output, which has 
risen about 8 percent annually since 1973. Domestic 
trade, government services, transportation, and fi
nance have expanded the most rapidly. Financed by 
their savings from abroad, many returning migrants 
are opening small businesses to provide carpentry, 
welding, and mechanical services learned in Saudi 
Arabia. The demand for public services has been quite 
strong, since returnees have been exposed to the public 
amenities provided by the Saudi government. (c) 
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Even agriculture, which still accounts for 45 percent of 
GDP has witnessed a considerable expansion in 
modern cash crops, particularly vegetables, fruits, and 
chickens; remittances have financed some increase in 
mechanization, primarily pumps and tractors. Qat-a 
mildly narcotic plant widely consumed in North 
Yemen-remains the most important (and most con
troversial) cash crop. Although most of the increase in 
food output has been consumed at home, agricultural 
products such as cotton and coffee, still dependent in 
large part on rainfed lands, constitute the bulk of 
exports. Domestic food needs continue to be supple
mented by imports; foodstuffs comprise 24 percent of 
total imports. (c) 

Since domestic production and investment have not 
been able to keep pace with the expanded inflow of 
remittances, inflation has accelerated. Consumer 
prices have risen on the order of 25 percent annually in 
recent years. The government's major method of 
inflation control is an attempt to expand imports; 
hence Sana has ended all quotas and prohibitions on 
luxury imports. Alternatives like reducing bank credit 
would only cut imparts-and of course customs duties. 
Changing the policy of full and free exchange of 
foreign currencies would lower the value of the Yemeni 
rial and slow the accumulation of dollar reserves. (c) 

Income Distribution 

The nse in worker remittances has gone a long way 
toward equalizing incomes. Incoming paychecks have 
gone mostly to rural areas, which have supplied the 
bulk of the outgoing labor force. Traditional strong 
family ties have ensured that a large number of people 
have benefited from the transfers. At the same time. 
the expansion of North Yemen's modern sector has 
provided new employment opportunities for those 
choosing to stay at home. Helped by the rositive 
impact remittances have had on its own re,.ources. the 
government is now developing programs to provide for 
the basic need of the desperately poor. (c) 
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A number of afnuent merchants and wealthy landown
ers, who have survived the political upheavals of recent 
years, own a large fraction of the country's wealth. 
Indeed. some merchants are now grow mg richer by 
exploiting ongoing supply shortages. The present land 
tenure system and the tradition of crop sharing also 
tends to perpetuate income inequalities in rural areas. 
The government is attempting to tax higher income 
groups, although not very hard or very successfully so 
far. (c) 

The Saudi Connection 

Saudi Arabia remains by far the most powerful 
external innuence on North Yemen. Riyadh follows a 
two-pronged political stance vis-a-vis Sana. On the one 
hand, it has been the most imPortant political ally of 
the North Yemeni government since the early 1960s, 
has spearheaded international efforts to protect North 
Yemen against incursions from the south, and has 
pledged almost SI billion in economic aid in the past 
five years. At the same time, the Saudis have also 
continued their traditional support to the independent
minded tribes in the northern and eastern parts of the 
country. Saudi leaders view their ties to the tribes as a 
way of enhancing their leverage in North Yemen and 
as a hedge against a potentially unfriendly regime that 
might have leftist colorations. (s NF) 

The subsidies paid to the tribes also help guarantee an 
unrestricted flow of labor into Saudi Arabia, and about 
one-half million North Yemenis are believed to be 
working there. The Saudis look on North Yemenis as 
the best available source of labor; the Yemenis are 
Arab brothers, speak the same language, have fewer 
adjustment problems than other workers, and are 
highly motivated. The Saudis encourage Yemeni 
workers by freeing them from formal passport, visa. 
and contract requirements. Hence, in contrast to mo<;t 
foreign workers in Saudi Arabia, Yemenis can quit one 
job and move to another better paying one. Some 
North Yemenis are pressing Sana to push Riyadh into 
giving them additional job benefits such as accident 
insurance, sick leave, pensions, and better job training. 
Sana, however, probably will use the labor problem as 
a tool when bargaining for more Saudi aid. (c) 
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Outlook 

The maintc11<1ncc of firm support from Saudi Ar.1b1.1 
will be cru::i•d to the o;urvival of the current style 1.Jf 

government in North Yemen. Vv'c believe con11nucd 
aid 1s almost guaranteed so long as Saudi Arabia vic""s 
~orth Yemen as its first line of defense against the 
radical government of Aden. As for President Salih, 
hi~ power base is so fragile as to make his prospects for 
\Urvival tcnuou~ at best. (C) 

The modcrmi.at10n rroces~ at work in North Yemen 
could bnng l{ovcrnmental change from within and wif! 
certain!~ brin?: m.iJ11r changes in social va\uco; 1 he 
traditional coht•..,i·.c; .... ~., and rw:·.wcr of the tnhC!-i i" 
being incn.:as1ugiy eroded by t":oigta11on. Buo;inc<;<;rnen 
arc providing the r.l•ldeio; for \Oung men whn cncc 
look.cd to trad11ional tribal leader:- for their examples 
Tht· kc.:hnncrJh needed tn mJn:tgc :he governmcnl 
and economy arc t·' be found ::iainly amung the kss 
rrib;.iJ Shafi$ Returning workers are demanding better 
govl·rnmcnt services at home Hence, the process of 
ch:rn~e wiil likdy brrn~ ncv. rclatiom;hips that will 
~uper~cd1.: trib.d tic~ and perhaps will even override 
7.ayd1-'-'h:i.fi rd1gfou" affiliations. With so man~ cco
n1)m1c ...1nd ~uc1;1J ch:rnges raking place, a succession of 
v.-cak government\ is probably the bc ... t °'\;orth Yemen 
C:!n hope for. (c I 
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Oman: Awakening 
To the 20th Centur) 

In the nine year.;; .;;incc he deposed his father, Sultan 
Qabus has attempted to bnng Oman into the 20th 
century, albeit at a pace that does not threaten his 
absolute control. He has quelled a civil war initiated 
:igarnst the repressive policies of hi" father and has 
begun an extensive oil· financed modernization of the 
economy and Society. Thus far his style of benevolent 
despotism has evoked no apparent opposition, but his 
conllnu~d failure to institute political modernization, 
coupled with the fall·off in oil production and reserves, 
exposes him to possible future unrest. Furthermore. 
Soviet-backed South Yemen might reactivate the 
insurgency in Oman's Dhofar Province, especially 
<;incc the Shah no longer ~erves as gendarme of the 
Pers1.rn Gulf. Qabu:., mindful of Oman's strategic 
position on the Strait of Hormuz. through which mo<>t 
Persian Gulf oil exports must rass. is seeking commil
ments from the lin1ted States and other Western 
powers to confront ;my fnrc1gn-1nspired challenge. 
Oman's refu..,al to back anti-Egyptian mca,ures <lf 
even attend the Baghdad summit last month - ha" 
exposed Qabus to greater d~rni::er from Arab 
hardliners. who have labeled Sadat's supporters tr:li
tors and thrt:atcned them with a campaign of terrnr
ism. (s) 

Approach to Gm-ernment 

Sultan Qabus ibn Said Al Bu Said has ruled Oman-a 
200,000-squarc kilometer arid country on the south
eastern edge of the Arabian Peninsula-since he 
deposed his father in July 1970. Because his father had 
held back modern influences, Qabus found himself 
ruler of one of the world's most benighted and isolated 
nations. He himself is genuinely concerned about 
moving Oman from its pre-1970 feudal state into the 
modern era and has stressed economic diversification, 
detribalization of society, and replacement of non
Omanis in the government. Qabus has also removed 
the rigid. puritanical Jaws applied by his father. 
However, in no area has he acted pcrcipitate\y; indeed, 
like his father. Qabus is often criticized for a lack of 
energy and procrastination in addressing Oman's 
problems. ( c) 
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The Sultan's de.sire to modernize Oman docs not 
extend to political institutions. The 14th member of his 
family to rule, Qabus governs as an absolute, if benign, 
monarch. Power is concentrated in his hands-·--he is 
the sole source of legislation and the highest judicial 
power. Oman has no constitution. and the people are 
practically without a Political voice. Unlike the other 
rulers of the Arabian Peninsula, who have retained 
elements of Beduin Political tradition, Qabus has no 
majlts (council), makes no provision for family or 
ministerial consensus, and has not established a formal 
method for petitioning by either his mmisters or 
citizens. Qabus has increased his contacts with the 
masses and tribal leaders in recent months. Neverthe
less the Sultan remains largely inaccessible to all 
except his closest advisers, who arc concentrated in 
military and police circles. The most influential 
advisers tend to be British or non-Omani Arabs, some 
of whom are known for 1he1r venality. h) 

Omanis appear relatively content with Qabus despitr 
hrs shortcomings, in part because they are grateful that 
he ousted his oppressive father. In time. their apprecia
tion could ""'ane, and they may become more critical of 
his permissive attitude toward corruption, prodigality 
in spending, inattentiveness to state affairs, and 
resistance to any suggest10ns of sharing political 
power. (c) 

Internal Divisions 

Oman suffers from a major geographical and socio
logical split between the North and Dhofar, the 
southernmost province; both areas, moreover, have 
internal divisions of their own. Tribes and ethnic 
groups provide even further societal fragmentation, 
a \though the importance of tribal affiliations is slowly 
weakening. The dominant Ibadis~a splinter sect of 
Islam- are relatively tolerant of other religious 
groups, including the small Shia communities. Oman 
doe:-. not appear to be undergoing an Islamic 
reawakening, although Khomeini's success in Iran 
undoubtedly will inspire some citizens to ..;eek to 
correct social injustices in Oman. (c) 
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Oman: 
Goternment Leaders 

Name 

Qabus ibn Said Al Bu Said' 

Said Ahmad al-Shanfari 

Sahm Nastr Al Bu Said' 

Ahmad AbdallJh al·GhaLah 

Muhammad Abdallah al-HariLhl 

Dr. Mubarak Khadun 

Muhammad dl-Zubayr 

Fahd ibn 'vfahmud Al Bu Said' 

Muhammad ibn Ahmad 

Htlal ibn Hamad al-Sammar 

Khalfan 1bn Nasir Wah.i.ybi 

As1mal-Jamah 

F~yi.a~~~li 1bn _Fa:rsa~ -~! .. Bu Said' 

Karim Ahmad al-Haram1 

Walid 1bn Zahir al-Hmai 

Hamad 1bn Hamud Al Bu Saidi 

Burayk 1bn _':_i_~mu~ a~-~haffan 

Fahar _1bn 1:"a_ymur !J~Sa~d 

Qays Abd al-Mun1m Zawaw1 

A~~umed to be lbadi Mu~lim. 
De~til,nates members of the ruling family. 

This table 1s Uncla~s1fied. 

The Sultan's most immediate concern is that loss of the 
Shah's support may lead to a renewal of rebellion in 
Dhofar Province. The Popular Front for the Liberation 
of Oman (PFLO). a Marxist revolutionary organiza
tion backed by South Yemen and the USSR, led an 
insurgency in Dhofar from the mid-l 960s to 1975. The 
Sultan's reversal of his father's repressive policies plus 
substantial military assistance from Iran and Jordan 
weakened the rebels mifitarily and politically. In l 975, 
the PFLO insurgents fled to South Yemen, except for a 
handful of relatively inactive guerrillas remaining in 
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Posi1ion 

Sultan, Minister of Defense 
Minister of Finance 

Minister of Agriculture, 
fhheriei., Petroleum and 
Mmerali. 

M1mi.ter of Communication' 

M1mi.·ter of l:.ducatwn 
- - - ---

Minisier of F~lectncit)' 
and Water 

Mm1sterofHealth 

Minister of lndustr)' 
and Commerce 

Minister of Informa11on 
and Tourism 

Mm1ste! __ ~_!.i::iten__?~ _ 
~inister_of Justice 

\ti mister of Labor and 
Social Affairs 

Minister of Lind and 
~-~-~l~lpahty Affam 

-·~-u~_1i.1er of !"'oa twnal Herita11.e 

Mmii.ter of Post, Telegraph 
aryd _!~!~p_h(!flC 

Minister of Rehll,JOUS Tru'>ll> 
and l~lam1c Affair~ 

Distant cou~m of Sultan 

Distant..:ou.\lnofSultan 

Minister of the Sultan's Affair\ Distant cou~m of~ullan 

Mrn1~ter without Portfolio 
-- - ---- -- -

M!~1~t~r uf Youth Affain 

M1msterofStatefor 
Foretgn Affairs 

l 1ncle of Sultan 

the mountains of Dhofar. The PFLO. estimated to 
number 800, has been training cadre in South Yemeni 
camps since 1975 and remains a potential threat to the 
Mu!.cat regime. (c) 

Because of the Dhofar rebellion and a perception of 
external threat from South Yemen, Oman has devel
oped one of the most effective armed forces of the 
smaller Gulf states. The military's stature has been 
bolstered by the Sultan's dependence on it as the 
mainstay of his regime. Renecting its importance to 
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the regime, defense gets 34 percent of GDP, a far 
greater share than in any other Arabian Peninsula 
country. Military deliveries--financed mostly by 
Saudi Arabia and the UAE, and purchased largely in 
Western Europe-amounted to an estimated $104 
million in 1973-77. From the Chief of Staff through 
the company level, the armed forces are commanded 
by British officers. (s) 

Economic DeYelopment 

In conjunction with heavy defense outlays, Qabus has 
undertaken a comprehensive economic modernization 
program to bolster his regime. Up to 196 7, the 
backwater economy was based almost entirely on 
~ubsistence agnculture and fishing. Oil exports started 
to flow in 1967, greatly boosting foreign exchange 
receipts and public revenues, but little of the proceeds 
were spent on economic development. When Qabus 
seized power, his top priority was construction of the 
basic framework of a modern economy, especially 
roads and schools. (u) 

Capital expenditures shot up from almost nothing in 
1970 to $85 million in 1973 and then escalated to $425 
million in J 977 as oil revenues swelled with the 
increases in world oil prices. Major projects have 
included a deepwater port, a new airport, and a large 
desalination plant (another such plant is under con
struction). The government also has emphasized road 
construction, increasing the length of paved highways 
from I 0 kilometers in 1970 to more than 1,000 
kilometers in J 976. Improvements in education have 
been JUSt as dramatic; the number of schools rose from 
three with less than 1,000 students to more than 250 
with 70,000 students in the same period. Although 
development has been concentrated in the capital city 
area, Dhofar, long the most backward and isolated 
region, has also received special attention, renecting 
the Su:tan's efforts to buy peace. (c) 

With uil production and reserves declining, Oman feels 
the need lO develop nonoil activities as quickly as 
possible. In 1974, Qabus set up a Development Council 
to devise a national economic plan for 1976-80. 
Reflecting the technical deficiencies of the planning 
staff and the weak data base, the plan was simple and 
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conservative. Its major objectives are (a) continued 
expansion of essential services, (b) a reduction in 
migration to cities through encouragement of farming 
and fishing, (c) a more even spread in rnvestment 
regionally, and (d) creation of income-generating 
projects. Specific projects include development of local 
copper depcsits with the help of $100 million (85 
percent of total costs) from Saudi Arabia, a cement 
plant, and a steel plant. A gas pipeline from the interior 
to the capital has already been completed. (c) 

Although officially stressed, agriculture-which em
ploys 45 percent of the labor force-is unlikely to 
expand rapidly, and outmigration is likely to continue. 
Low yields are a perennial problem, and the scarcity of 
water and arable land allows for only limited develop
ment of new land. Oman, in fact, is depleting its 
underground water and a decade from now the lack of 
usable water could become a critical problem. Oman 
possesses rich fish resources, which have been only 
partially exploikd, and foreia:n companies have been 
aiven concessions to fish offshore waters. (u) 

Problems of De•elopment 

The drive to bring Oman into the modern world and 
the cost of the Phofar insurgency on the one hand and 
Oman's limited absorptive capacity and financial 
resources on the other have had troublesome economic 
consequences. Oil revenues, which account for more 
than 75 percent of public revenues (90 percent 
excluding grants), rose rapidly in the 1970s, to S 1.4 
billion in 1977. Nevertheless, public expenditures grew 
even faster, particularly in 1974-75. The budget and 
the current account of the balance of payments swung 
from surplus to deficit in 1972 and have remained 
there except for 1977, when the government cut 
defense spending and capital outlays and received 
substantial grant aid from Saudi Arabia. (c) 

To restore balance to the economy, the government has 
initiated several institutional reforms to control public 
spending, establish a central bank, and set up a 
development plan. With the resultant ebb in economic 
activity in the mid-I 970s, some of the pressures on the 
overheated economy eased. Following a drop in world 
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food prices, innatmn ebbed to l 0-15 percent in 197 5-
77. Even s~l. Oman registered budget and current 
a..::cuunt shortfall<> again la:.t year, in part because oil 
produi:tion dror'ped off by ~5.000 b/d, to 315,000 b/d, 
and Saudi budget support declined. To cover some of 
its debts, Oman borrowed abroad; its external debt 
reached $550 million in 1978. (s) 

Skewed Incomes 

\fo:-t Oman is have enjoyed economic gain!l under the 
ruk of Sultan Qabus, especially since 1973. At the 
<>ame time. a small number of people, including the 
royal family, the Sult3n's closest advisers, and high 
government officials have become conspicuously 
v.l.":tidi). Some members of the .. Mu~cat Mafia" have 
become rich by beini in the right place at the right 
tune. but more often their wealth stems from use of 
the;r positions at the top for personal gain. The average 
tn...:;m1c in rural area~. where 60 percent of the 
~-fiu\Jtion resides, was estimated at $200 in the mid
l '170s. T}pical incomes in the modern sector are 
perhaps I 0 times as high, with expatriates earning 
three timer:. as much as Omanis. For the moment, 
strains between the classes seem more potential than 
actual, but unrest could quickly develop, particularly if 
the economy sufferr:. an extended slump. (c) 

Modernization Versus Omanization 

The rapid tr<Jnsformation of Oman since 1970 has 
rc...:iuin:d :i maJor in now of foreigners to perform 
admini!-.trative and technical duties. Oman·s papula~ 
tion, about 700.000, is too small and Jacking in skills to 
carry out government development plans without 
~ubstantia! cx:patnate assistance. European manager~ 
(mostly British) and South Asian laborers and 
c\encals have been brought in to operate new indus
tries; thc:t- now make up almost two-thirds of the 
nonagricultural labor force. Unlike the case of 
other Arabian Peninsula states, nearly all skilled and 
manual e"-patri<l.te laborers are from the Indian 
subcontinent; Qabus has be/n reluctant to import large 
numbers ofnon-Omani Arabs, and no more th~n 500 
Palestinians w0rk in Oman. The exception is use of 
Egyptians, Sudanese, and Jordanians in education and 
the security services. (c) 

Sl'C'rN 

Oni.: of the Sultan's major goals is the replacement of 
expatriate advisers and workers with Oman is. Given 
the small population base and the unwillingness of 
Omanis to fill menial positions, the dependence on 
expJtriates will continue. Despite his desire to 
Omanize the labor force, Qabus himself appears in no 
real hurry to replace his top political and financial 
advisers who are British, Libyan, and Saudi. He has 
not tried to replace key expatnate workers in the 
government~controlled petroleum industry, realizing 
that this could cause oil production and government 
revenues to plummet. ( u) 

Outlook: Trouble Down the Road 

So far, the Sultan's rolic1es and programs have 
..,a11sficd mo~t Omam~. and his \:Xl ... ition appears stabk 
in the near term. Nevertheless, problems arising from 
the autocratic style of rule, the social pressures of 
modernization, and income dispanties could at any 
time lead to civil unrest. While the rise in oil prices will 
put off the day of declining oil revenues, Oman must 
cultivate oonoil revenue sources and, possibly, locate 
sources of future foreign aid. (c) 

The most senou-. threat t;) the Omam regime is the 
possible renewal of the Ohofar rebc!lior. Ii" the PFLO 
also sponsors urban terrorism in the north, the Qabus 
regime would be further threatened. Although experi
enced :ind well run, the m1litar} wuuld probably need 
outside a~~istance to defeat a determined and l.ugc
scale insurgency in Dhofar. Qabus believe-. thai S11ut:i 
Yemen's dispute \\>1th North Yemen mi\it,\tes again!-.l 
South Yemen mvotvcment in Dhofar in the near luturc 
and 1~ using this time to strengthen his arm;, ,lnd obtam 
S.iud!. l jS, and other outside backing. (<) 
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Government: Monarch)' ruled b)· Al Thani 

--------- ~'!_i:'_tll_Y_ ---~- - --
Head of State: Amir Khali(a ibn Hamad 

AIT~~-~--· 
Reli1ion ot Native Population: 8S percent Sunni Mushm, 
__________ !5~~.!ccnt Sh1a Mus!i_~---

l;-i!~~~t~ ____ _ 2_~_re~~nt _____ _ 

~t~~!'t_S~eo(PoPUl!t~~~~n_t -·---

Off~~f~i:_ei1_~ ~Hell__;_ __ -~~ b!l!1~n. i~_J_u_nc !~ __ _ 
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National Police Force: 3,000 
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Qatar: A Family Enterprise 
Challenged by Development 

Ruled since the late 19th century by the Thani family, 
the small, oil·rich nation of Qatar has been relatively 
calm since the early 1960s when political reforms were 
instituted to assuage popular grumblings. At the same 
time, Amir Khalifa's traditional style of rule and 
Thani family assumptions about their prerogatives 
stand in stark contrast to the rapid economic develop· 
ment and changes in social values of the past decade. 
This widening disparity will undoubtedly generate 
mounting pressures for political change, the more so if 
the government's strategy of developing heavy industry 
is perceived as a mistake by the sizable numbers of 
young Qataris returning home with foreign educations. 
(c) 

Go,.ernment Institutions 

Amir Khalifa ibn Hamad Al T~ani has ruled Qa1ar 
-a I 0,000-square-kilometer peninsula jutting north 
into the Persian Gulf-since February 1972, when he 
deposed his cousin Amir Ahmad. The move, which had 
the support of key members of the Thani family, look 
place without violence or subsequent signs of political 
unrest. Khalifa had been Deputy Amir and Prime 
Minister and was already making major governmental 
decisions at the time of his takeover. Since becoming 
Amir, his major objectives have been (a) maintaining 
family cohesion and suppart, (b) promoting 
"Qatarization" of top official positions, (c) retaining 
the family's grip on Qatar, (d) developing a diversified 
economy, and (e) improving relations with Arab 
neighbors and the United States to guard national 
security. (c) 

Khalifa's style of rule reflects the tribal origins of most 
Qataris and the conservative religious bent of the Amir 
and the ruling family. The Than is are Sunni Muslims, 
whose beliefs are closr. to those held by Saudi Arabia's 
strict Wahhabi sect. They origi9_"11Y migraled from 
Saudi Arabia, which in part explains Riyadh's strong 
influence over Khalifa. While Qatar has a provisional 
constitution, a Council of Ministers (dominated by 
Thanis), and an Advisory Council, Khalifa makes all 
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executive decisions and legislates by decree. The 
Advisory Council is a consultative body, viewed by 
Qataris as having little significance. The Amir defers 
to family consensus on issues such as succession and to 
custom in many legal matters; popular views are aired 
mostly through open court for petitioners or through 
influential intermediaries. (c) 

A limited degree of political liberalization was insti
tuted in the early 1960s following demonstrations 
backed by prominent nonroyal tribal and merchant 
families. The demonstrators demanded restrictions on 
royal privilege, an end to public employment of 
foreigners, improved social welfare, legalization of 
labor unions, and institution of municipal councils with 
at least some elected members. In response, the 
government ended some abuses and instituted social 
reform measures. Subsequent political opposition has 
been limited to sporadic grumblings over family 
extravagances and abuse of privileges. (c) 

Family lnfighling 

The Thanis are one of the largest ruling families in the 
Arabian Peninsula, with estimates of male members 
ranging from 300 to 800. While all family members 
receive special privileges and government stipends, 
disgruntlement persists among the several branches of 
the family over official appointments and corruption 
among the Amir's advisers. Muct> of the discontent is a 
result of jealousy and fear of exclusion from the spoils 
system that pervades Qatari politics. The Amir uses 
appointments to pacify factions and balance rival 
interests. His appointment of his son as Crown Prince 
in 1977 greatly weakened the challenge of the Amir's 
brother for the position; recent ministerial appoint
ments apparently have further strengthened Khalifa's 
posilion. (s NF) 
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Qatar: 
Coternmtnt Leaders 

Name -- - ---
Kahl!fa 1bn Hamad Al Thani' -- ------------ --- ----· 
faysal 1bn Sarni Al Thani 1 Minister of Aa:riculturc and Distant cousin of Amir 

___ .. _!Edustry ______ ~--· _ 

Nasir ibn Khalid Al Tham ' 

Hamad 1bn Kha\ifa Al Thani 1 

---- -----. 
Muhammad ibn Hamad Al Thani' ---------- -- -----
Qas1m ibn Muhammad Al Thalli' 

Minister of Commerce and 

-~~~~1'
·---~inist~~-12_~i:~-~---

Minis1er of Education -------------

Distant cousin or Amir 

Son of Amir 
--~------

Brother of Amir 
---~-----

Minmer of Electricity and Distant cousin of Amir 
Water Resources - - '-------··--· ----- --------~- -------·-- ---~---·- ----

Abd al-Am: 1bn Kha!ifa Al Thani' Minister of finance and Oil Son of Amir ----- ------ ------·--------
__ ~n_i~~_!£~~~~~~ Brother of Amir 

---·~------

Isa Ghamm al-Kuwari Minister of Information 
-- -·-------------·---- --

Khalid ibn Hamad Al Thani, Minister of Interior Brother of Am:r - - -- - -- ·- ----'"---~-----

Vocont 

Ali ibn Ahmad al-Ansari 

Minister of Justice --- ---·-·-- -
Minister of Labor and S1X1.il 
Affairs 

Sh1a Muslim 

---------------- -·--------- - --- -

M1.1h:1mmad ibn Jabr Al Thani 1 

- . ·- ----- ·--
Kt->.ihJ ..,tuhammad al-Mani Minister of Public Health 

. -··- ·---- --------~--

Minister of Public Works Khai1d 1b~.~~a~~~~~~!!~ 
l\MJllah ibn Nasir al-Suwayd1 

--------- ------ - ·---------

\hmad 1bn Sayf Al Tham 1 

'Assumed to be Sunni Muslim, unless otherwise mdicatcd. 
' ~sienates mcmbcn of lhe ruline family 

1 h1~ cable 1~ Unc!dss1ficd. 

Economic Detelopment 

Recognizinii that Qatar's oil reserves will be depleted 
in ~evera! decades, KhaJifa is implementing an exten
:-.ive economic diversification prozram. His develop.. 
ment strategy emphasizes export-oriented, capital
intensive heavy industry. In theory this policy reflects 
1he small size of the domestic market and the scarcity 
of labor and takes advantage of abundant natural gas 
as a feedstock and energy source. In practice many of 
the projecrs have been [X)Orly selected and are unlikely 
to be competitive with foreign producers. (c) 

Usually the Amir has tried to form joint ventures (at 
least 70-percent government owned) with foreijn 
partners who provide the production and marketing 
experti:,e. Among the potentially sound ventures are 
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Minister of Transporta!JOn and 
Communications ·------------· --
Minister of State for forcia:n Distant o.:ousin of Amir 
Affairs 

construction of a natural gas liqurd~ plant anu 1 r:con
struction of one destroyed by fire in 1977. Qatar also 
plans to builJ a liquefied natural gas facility to make 
use of the large iias deposits in the recently di!i.covered 
North West Dome aasf1clJ. a petrochemical plant is 
being built. Non-energy related projects in operation 
include a :,teel mill, a fertilizer plant, and a cement 
factory. While the government pJans to expand the 
fertilizer plant, recent budget problems and over
building elsewhere in the Gulf have led to the 
indefinite postponement of a planned aluminum 
smelter. (C) 

In addition to roads, part facilities, and power stations, 
maJOr programs also are under way for the construc
tion of housing, hospitals, and schools. These form part 
of a comprehensive social welfare program designed 
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principally for nationals. Medical care is provided 
~•lhout charge: to all residents, including expatriatc.:3. 
Education through secondary school is free, and the 
government offers citizens free land, free utility 
connections, and interest-free loans to buy houses. (c) 

Development of the defense sector has received a low 
economic priority. Defense outlays represent only 
8 percent of government spending and a little over 
3 percent of national output. The primary role of 
Qatar's 6,000-man armed forces is to ensure internal 
stability and prevent illegal immigration. Like: Bah
rain, Qatar does not perceive itselfw be threatened in a 
conventional military sense, looking to Saudi Arabia 
for protection from any external threats. Qatar's 
armed forces are controHed by the family; we see no 
indication that they pose a danger to the current 
regime. Officers are mainly Qataris, Palestinians, and 
Jordanians: enlisted men are predominately Saudi 
Beduins. Is NF) 

Oil Boom •nd Problems 

The oil sector, which has been completely owned by the 
government since 1976, still accounts for more than 
three-fourths of national output, more than 90 percent 
of public revenues, and almost all expert earnings. 
Total production peaked at 570,000 b/d in 1973 and 
has run only 480,000 b/d a year since- as a result of 
conservation measures. Budget problems in 1977 and 
the Iranian disruption in 1978/79 have encouraged 
somewhat higher output in recent months. Despite the 
ups and downs. oil export revenues jumped from S0.6 
billion in 1973 to $2.3 billion in 1978 because of the 
strong upward trend in oil prices. (c} 

Reflectmg the sharp rise in oil revenues, government 
spending increased by 53 percent annually in 1974-77, 
reaching about $1.8 billion in I 977. This massive 
expansion stimulated a sharp rise in private sector 
activity, especially in construction and trade. As the 
rise in economic activity outstripped the absorptjve 
capacity of the economy, strong inflationary pressures 
developed~ prices rose 20-25 perptnt annually in the 
period. At the same time, budgetary and foreign 
payments deficits began to develop. (c) 
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Finally in mid-1977, the government began to curtail 
the growth in expenditures by delaying payments to 
contractors, Postponing new projects, and freezing or 
slowing work on some projects already under way. 
Although too late to prevent a budget deficit in 1977, 
the measures had an appreciable impact on last year's 
finances, For I 978, expenditures were down 11 percent 
while oil revenues were up, leading to a sizable budget 
surplus. The resulting slowdown in economic activity 
and rhe removal of some physical bottlenecks affecting 
imports reduced in nation to about JO percent. (c) 

The government's actio ... also slowed the sharp dropoff 
in the current account surplus. With imports, remit
tances by foreigners working in Qatar, and grant 
extensions outpacing export increases, the current 
account surplus had faJJen from a record $ l .4 billion in 
1974 to $700 million in 1977. The current accour.t 
surplus in 1978 is estimated at $600 million. Foreign 
assets went upS400 million in the first half of 1978, to 
$4.3 billion (of which $3.9 billion are official reserves). 
(s) 

An Expatriate Society 

The rapid economic expansion of recent years has 
caused an influx of foreigners to fill managerial, 
professional, and unskilled labor slots. Qatar has in 
fact become a country of expatriates, with nationals 
~omprising only 35 percent of the estimated 200,000 
population. The Qatari labor force is probably 80 
percent foreign, although the government places the 
proportion at 68 percent. In the public sector, the non~ 
Qatari employees are mainly Arabs from Egypt. 
Jordan, Syria, Saudi Arabia, and Sudan. In the private 
sector, Pakistanis, Jranians, Palestinians, Jndians, and 
Yemenis predominate. Palestinians number 20,000 
and hold managerial and skilled labor positions. (C) 

Although the government provides many social ser
vices to the expatriates, it has tried hard to keep them 
from becomin1 entrenched. For instance, it has re
dressed a dominance of Pakistanis by a deliberate 
policy of taking Oriental labor for contract work; the 
20,000 Pakistanis currently in Qatar are regarded as a 
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potential threat to internal security. The eovcrnmcnt 
has also tried to implement a policy of Qatariza
tion-so far with little success as forcianen continue to 
hold key jobs. Khalifa 's top lcaal and diplomatic 
adviser is an Ea:yptian who has been re1ponsible for 
formulatin& plans to modernize the &O\'crnmcnt. sccu· 
larize the lcaal system, and limit some or the prov1le1es 
of the more proflia:ate Thanis. The senior advisers in 
the Finance and Petroleum Ministries and in industrial 
plannina arc Palestinian. The Amir recently, however, 
appointed Qatari undersecretaries to four ministries. 
(s NF) 

Outlook: Tensions Behind the Fa .. de 

Qatar's apparent stability belies major strains in the 
society. Althoueh the country has almost no oraanized 
leftist movemen:ts and has lar&e security forces relative 
to its population, natives and expatriates alike are 
discontented with the Thani rcaime and arc likely to 
erow more disaffected. Any increase in discontent, 
further feuding in the rulin& family, restiveness amone 
the expatriate population, or further shocks to the 
reeion in the wake of the continuina Iranian upheaval 
could spark political unrest. Despite Qatar's small Shia 
population, Ayatollah Khomeini apparently is a charis
matic fiaurc. inspirin& many Arab and non-Arab 
Muslims to consider challenaes to their own order. (c) 

The major source of chana:e in the Iona term, however, 
may prove to be foreia:n-cducated middle class Qataris 
rcturnin& to claim a areater role in the direction of 
their country. These a:raduatcs will assume important 
positions in and outside the a:overnment and will press 
for greater representation. Thus far. the Thanis have 
11rudgin11ly provided only token sharina or pawer that 
wil I be necessary to assure the lone·term survival of the 
rca:ime. The stakes in this rich little monarchy-per 
capita GNP is twice that or the United States-are 
mouth-waterina. (c) 
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Saudi Arabia: Balancing 
Forces for Change 

Although t~e political turmoil in Iran has caused the 
Saudi leaJershir to reexamine its position at home and 
abroad, the forces for change within Saudi Arabia are 
operating within a markedly different environment. 
\Vhile holding absolute power over political processes. 
the Saudi royal family enjoys an acceptability rarely 
found in the ~1iddlc East. Concern for religious mores 
is an integral part of government policy formulation. 
The fear of social strains from the economic/military 
modernization drive has led to some tempering in the 
pace of development over the pa~t three years. and 
further deceleration now seems in the cards. Income 
from a ~trong <'ii sector has stimulated general 
..: ... onom1c growth. ~ith considerable spinoff of benefits 
fnr most privnte citizens. (l) 

"'~cvertheJe..,s, the Saudis have cause to worry about 
thc:1r vulnerability in the wake of Iranian events. The 
f\1\ of the Shah leaves one less monarchy in the world. 
making the Saudi system more consricuous. The royal 
f:.imily is unprepared for an almost inevitable sharing 
z,f political power with an emerging middle class, and it 
is open to charges of widespread corruption amOiig its 
rnembers. For the moment. internal stability docs not 
appear to be endangered, but this cannot be guaran
teed over the long haul. Possibly the greatest impact of 
the Iranian revolution ts the reexamination of regional 
strategic interests it has set in motion within the Saudi 
hierarchy. Here the Saudis see an immediate danger 
from Soviet expansion that is not being blunted by US 
countermoves. (c) 

System of Gol-ernment 

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Y.as formally estab
lished in 1912 by King Abd al-Azi1 Al Saud and has 
been ruled hy a succession of his sons. the mt'"1 recent 
bc•ng Khalid v. hn was im.tal\ed in 197). l\.ing Khalid. 
age f1h. :-uffcr-.. frl1m a scriou" heart condition 'h.1t 
limits hi' actJ\C participation in government. ")i:c 'nd in 
rank is Crov.n Prince Fahd, who i~ ;tl<;u hrs! Dc:pu'" 
PrifT'C Mirmter and v. h0 directs day-1<.1-d,1)' opcr,1t1nn 
qf the government. In Saudi !\rabm, tl":c most purit.in· 
1cal and . .i.t least publicly. devout of Sunni Muslim 
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countries, the ruler is regarded as both the leader of the 
nation and the protector of spiritual values. While no 
constitution or secular body of law precisely defines the 
King's power. a Saudi monarch's hehavior is circum
scribed by (a) a traditional consultative governing 
process that evolved from Beduin practices and {b) the 
need to maintain the ~upport of the royal family, which 
has 4.000 to 5,000 members (including grandsons and 
daughters of Abd al-A1iz). (u) 

Successive rulers have expanded m1mc;tcnal agencies, 
some of which are headed by member:- or the royal 
family' to handle the widening rcspons1bl11tic~ or the 
central government. A Council of Ministers was 
formally established in 1953 to advise the King on 
formulation of general pohcy and to direct the 
activities of ministries executing µ-1!;cy. Nn fmr.iJI 
legislature exists; the King i . .;sues decrees on ma.10r 
rr.atlers. and the ministries issue regulations on lcs~cr 
matters. A system of religious courts within the 
Ministry of Justice acts according to the shuria. or 
Muslim canon law, and an extensive system of puhlic 
bodies administers decrees and rcgulatior.s with;n 
separate ju1 isdictions. ( u) 

The Saudis have habitually reached decisions by a 
consensu'\ of all parties concerned with an i"suc. In 
some cases. those consulted may include only a few 
ranking princes of the inner circle; in others. consulta
tion may encompass a large spectrum of the royal 
family or segments of Saudi !<.OCiet)". A number of 
foreign-trained technocrats on whom the King and the 
royal family have become increasingly dependent to 
admrnister governmental affairs ncn,1; have more input 
1nto decision making. although they have no independ· 
ent power base. (s) 

The process of deci~ionmakmg by con~cnsus usually 
cnsurcc; the adequate weighing o)f popular attitude:-. 
'\for~nvcr, the ready access of many uti1t:n" IO the 

numcr(lus m<'mbcr~ of the royal family help" f1rnm:I 
popular concerns directly to the ccnta of the pq·.vcr 
"tructur<' I kn .. :c. although no political parties. labm 
unions. or 1ndc;"e:'d::;1t mcG.1.; Jnd special interc<.,t 
!.?r.1up\ arc :-i\lov.c:ti. the monarchy ha:-. been brnadl_y 
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Saudi Arabia: 
GMernmenl Leaders 

~ame 

Khalid 1~~~-~-~_!:-Aziz Al S~_d_~-----

Fahd 1bn Abd al_-AzizA::!.~~~---·--- _____ _ 

Abdallah ibn Ab?-3_1-A~~z A~a_u~~ _ 

Ahd al-Rahman ibn Abd a1-A11z Hasan Al al-Shaykh 

Sula~·ma~ A~_a_l-A_z1~-~l:~!-1\a)~ 

Hu~a)_!1 ~~rah~r_n-~1-.~~nsur __ 

Sultan ibn Abd al-Az.1z Al Saud ' 

".bd al-Az17 !'bd~l!I~ a~-!<h~wayti~--
~uhammad Ali Aba al-Khayl 

l.\aud 1hn Fay~:i.l Al Saud' 

11.,,.J-,n _<\bd_ al·~-~q_~:.:J.a_7:<'J.!"i ___ _ 

H.t~an 11:in Al~:i.~la~ ".'~ ~l~~~X~_!i __ _ 
< ili.111 Abd al-fbhman al-Qusayb1 

\fuh ;mmad ... bduh Yarnni 
-...:1y1f 1bn .\bd a!·Azi1 A, Saud' 

lbr.i.htm 1bn t.vluhammad 1bn Ibrahim Al al-Shavkh 

Ibrahim 1bn Abdallah at-Anqan 

'1aJid ibn /•' ,• '1 ~aud ·' 

Wahab Abd al-Wasi 

B•~_!!'~-·-----

______ __!?_ep~ty _P!!~e-~in_i~!~r ________ ':l~t broth~r '!.~ Ki_'!L ____ _ 
2nd Oep_1:1ty Pr!~e M1~ister _ -·~air brothe~ of_~ina __ 

Minister of Agriculture and 
Water 

Mmister of Commerce 

\11nmer of Communications -------- - ---- -
Mmi.~ter of Defense and 
Aviatiori 

Minister (If Education 

Minister of Finance and 
_Nati?nal E:conomy 

Minister of foreian Affairs 

Minister of Health 

M_ini~l-~r _o~ H111:he_r Fduca11on 

Minister oflndu<;try and 
Electr!c_i~-~ __ 

Minister of Information 

M1n1steroflnur1nr 

Minister of Ju~t1cc 

\1inister of Labor and Social 
Affairs 

Minister of Municipal and 
Rural Affair~ 

Half brother of Kina 

Nephew of Kini. son of late 
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aware of and responsive to popular wants. This is 
especially so when a perceived violation of custom, 
such as the liberalization of women's rights, grates on 
the sensitivities of the ultraconservatives or the reli
gious establishment. On the whole, Saudis do not 
appear greatly dissatisfied with the way the kingdom is 
run and, in fact, take considerable pride in the 
increased world stature of their country since the early 
1970s. (c) 

The Military Connection 

The military in Saudi Arabia plays a relatively minor 
political role. Military ambitions apparently are con
fined to considerations of prestige and attempts to 
build a credible deterrent force. The policy of upgrad
ing the armed forces was sparked by the Yemeni civil 
war in the 1960s and reinforced by the Arab-Israeli 
wars of 1967 and 1973 and the Dhofar rebellion in 
Ornan. More recently. suspicions of Soviet intentions 
have bolstered the defense psychology. (s) 

Military forces are organized under two separate 
commands, one comprising tbe army, air force, and 
navy headed by Prince Sultan, the M"inister or Defense 
and Aviation, and the other the National Guard 
headed by Prince Abdallah. A number of royal princes 
occupy key pcsitions and staff jobs in the armed forces. 
Although pay scales and fringe.benefits for the 
military are high, opportunities in the civilian economy 
have become so attractive that the government has 
considerable difficulty keeping units up to strength. 
The armed forces, including the Nalional Guard, have 
a paper strength of 90,000 men, but an estimated 
actual strength or 56,000. The primary mission of the 
National Guard is to provide internal security and 
protect the royal family. The National Guard is viewed 
by the royal family as a protection against any 
potential coup by the army. Recruits for the Guard 
come exclusively from Beduin tribes who are staunchly 
loyal to the royal family and who are courted through 
subsidies. (s) 

Foreign Influence 

The composition of the population is an educated 
guess, although since mid-1978 a campaign has been 
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under way to register all aliens. Most sources set the 
number of foreigners at some 2 million out of a total 
population of 6 million. Foreigners supply about 1 
million workers to the labor force and native Saudis, a 
like number. Government concern over the large 
foreign presence centers on the threat to traditional 
values. Aside from whatever subtle influence they may 
be having on S~udi customs, however, foreigners have 
created no appreciable political problems. Jn part, this 
is due to the threat of immediate deportation. The few 
instances of riots at construction camps over living 
conditions or inequity in pay scales have been directed 
at employers rather than the government. Most guest 
workers come to the kingdom to make as much money 
as possible; they tend to return home quickly and do 
not become caught up in internal political develoP
ments. (c) 

Yemenis, who are treated as second-class Saudis, 
account for roughly half of the 2 million foreigners. 
They come predominantly from North Yemen and are 
allowed access to Saudi Arabia without visas; unlike 
most other foreign nationals their presence is not tied 
to a labor contract with a specific employer. Although 
they have not been politically troublesome, their sheer 
numbers are of concern to the government. Other 
Arabs, mainly Egyptians. Palestinians, and Jordani
ans, make ti.pa quarter of the foreign population and 
occupy many professional posts in teaching, the civil 
service, and middle-level management. The remainder 
comes largely from Asia, particularly Pakistan and 
South Korea. Americans and West Europeans number 
only about 50,000. (s) 

Resident Palestinians, who number about 125,000, 
cause more anxiety than other groups. In recent years, 
the government has stopped granting them citizenship 
and has tightened visa and residence regulations to 
restrict a further influx. The government is sensitive to 
the prospect that Palestinians may not want to leave 
the country unless they can return to a homeland. (s) 

Saudi Arabia has a relatively homogeneous native 
population, common language, and singularly conser
vative Sunni religion. One notable exception is the 
125,000·strong Shia community in the Eastern Prov
ince, roughly one·quarter of that area's population. 
Prior to the disCovery of oil, Shias occupied an inferior 
economic and social position, often working as manual 
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laborers for Sunni farmers or businessmen. During the 
past decade, Shias have made important economic 
advances in the oi! sector as well as in government and 
private business circles. Various forms of discrimina
tion continue, such as restrictions on Shia ~mployment 
in the armed forces, police. and certain other occupa
tions. Recent soundings in the Shia community have 
convinced many observers lhat the Shia economic 
stake now is sufficient to keep them working within the 
system. (s) 

The Learning Experience 

The large foreign presence is primarily a legacy of the 
rapid modernization drive intended to propel Saudi 
Arabia beyond LDC status. This drive was intensified 
in the wake of the 1973/74 quadrupling of OPEC oil 
prices. With 27 percent of proven free world oil 
reserves, Saudi Arabia enjoyed oil revenues of $36 
billion in 1978. Although funds pose no problem, great 
voids exist in administrative capabilities, technology, 
and manpower. Other barriers to a smooth develop
ment process include insufficient housing for the innux 
of foreigners and poorly developed transportation 
networks. (u) 

Initial efforts to accelerate development came with the 
introduction of the First Development Plan (FY 1971 · 
75), • which saw planned outlays of$ I 0 billion 
mushroom into actual spending of $19 billion. This 
plan. which consisted of vague growth objectives to be 
achieved through public spending, took little notice of 
the social pressures that would arise. The Second Plan 
(FY 1976-80) envisioned the spending of $142 billion 
and called for improvement in basic transportation, 
communication, and distribution networks. To curb 
demand for foreign labor, it stressed the expansion or 
capital-intensive heavy industry and the education of 
local manpower. Improvements in social benefits to 
soften widening gaps in income distribution were 
emphasized. (c) 

•The Saudi fiscal year 1s based on the lunar Hijri year and averaR:CS 
about 11 days less than the Western calendar year. Fiscal 197,9 
bcR:an on 6 June 1978 and will end on 25 May 1979. 

Sf'crC'I 

The pace of the development effort was slowed as early 
as 1976 when officials began to recognize the various 
problems of absorbing imparted goods and workers. 
Another hard lesson occurred in 1978 when hapha1· 
ard, uncoordinated budget procedures necessitated 
reductions in ministry funding requests, slowed implc· 
mentation of some projects, and led to drawdowns of 
foreign financial assets. (c) 

A further slowdown in the tempc of growth seem~ 
likely under the Third Plan (FY 1981-85). The Plan 
reportedly will emphasize manufacturing, presumably 
for import substitution, and greater participation by 
native Saudis in industrial development. The preserva
tion of traditional social values will rank even higher 
among the criteria for approval of new projects. The 
growing concern of conservatives in the Saudi hier
archy suggests that a ceiling will be placed on oil 
production, probably less than 12 million b/d in the 
mid-1980s compared with early 1979 output of close to 
I 0 million b/d and previous talk of more than 15 
million b/d in the mid-1980s. (c) 

Saudi disenchantment with the development process is 
evident in other respects. The Saudis long have 
suspected, and now seemingly have confirmed, many 
instances of gross overcharges in contracts. Under 
various guises, previously negotiated contracts have 
recently been called in for renegotiation, leading to a 
claimed 30-percent saving over original costs. Cost· 
cutting to eliminate padding has begun to take on a 
crusade-like fervor in respQnsible agencies, which is 
likely to foster development more closely attuned to 
real absorptive capacity than to the ability to spend oil 
revenues. (c) 

On balance, issues of social concern and fair dealing 
are evolving as the principal determinants of the pace 
of development. The Saudi financial margin provides 
great nexibility. Surpluses generated by oil revenues 
pushed foteign official asset holdings from $4.7 billion 
at yearend 1973 to roughly $60 billion at yearend 
1978, more than either West Germany or Japan. 
Earnings on foreign assets alone cover 20 percent of 
the country's import bill. While balance-of-payments 
surpluses have declined in the last two years, this trend 
is likely to be reversed, given the upward spiral in world 
oil prices. (c) 
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Uses of Oil Wealth 

Government spending, which rocketed m five year& 
from $2. J billion to almost $33 billion in FY 1978, ha> 
provided the drive behind economic growth.The oil 
sector, despite being the mainstay of the economy, was 
financed out of company earnings until about two 
years ago, when sizable investment for a gas-gathering 
system required supplemental government funding 
(c) 

Ahout (~ne-fourth of the budget in the past five years 
has been a!loc:ited for military puch.lscs, including 
hardware, land and naval bases, and cornmumcatton 
and commJ.n<l ccnters--all predomir.J.ntly from the 
United StJlC~. Empii<iS'" 1" being ;Jlai;;ed on quality ;ind 
tcchnic.il rnphistication, resulting in acqu1~it1:rn of 
.1dvanced t:·1uirment such as the F-15 fighter aircraft. 
A.;; of ht·~ 1978. L'.S military contracts amounted to 
$19 billrnn. Military. (Cns: r ~tion contra:::t:. :tccounled 
for SI 1 billion and hardware t.:(', ~ilcts for ~~i hd!ion. 
Ahrrnt $3 billion of each has been ·11rlctcd or 
delivered. (c) 

Another one-fourth of the budget has g"nr- mto 
ccon0mic development projects. Progrc). has been 
rart1.;ub.rly notable in port expansion ar.,J construc
ti0n, which has helped eliminate impart ;;ottlenecks. 
Most of the industrial plants to be located in Jubay! on 
1hc Pi:rsian Gulf coast and Yan bu on th•,' Red Sc.i arc 
-.till 1n the planning and preparation st.t)'e. Aside fa>m 
~ork on suppcrting services at these ~itcs, the only 
:na ior facilities currently under construction are a S 13 
billion gas-gathering system and some cross-country 
gJ.~ vipclincs, which are running several years behind 
•;chcdulc. Construction of a steel plant at Jubayl may 
beg:in .i.;., year. (c) 

·1 :1c rest of the budget al!ot:nents has been for current 
11cm~. su,:li ·1'- c_;1L trar><;fers. "ubsid1es. and lorc1~·n 

',! the 1~·'); '·': \-1,'h1ch ..,pending ha-. con~1~! 
d a.:k<.'.1'1nns 1:.)11;1~~h c<..:onon1~.: J.1d 

(1, , ,'\2;·,tgcJ .1io;.: than $2 hlllun <t:inua!!y 
~ 1 ,1.;;_-1 ei.110 :dlnlfm iJ~8. \1,,-.1.,i"theolfi..:1al 

J.: .. :, ,;11'.··l·,·r ~1 ·.1..,rnnct: na•, \11,.'t.'!"' pr.,.1Jcd mt!.·.· ~',,~n: 
JhiJa1c;-J.: · >Jll~ ~tnd loan\.Jf1 conu: ·,11'tL'•' l•."nl'> 

; h: ((, ,\, .t t,1 c. i1int1 jc..,, ~;~,pt:UdL' ' 1 ,. '·' ~nt :·nr.' . 
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families are now supported by social secunty pay
ments, food subsidies, and rent controls. Any Saudi 
citi7.en with initiative has access to an impressive 
offering of low-cost credit to finance business venture~. 
and any citizen can borrow up to $90,lJll(J interest-free 
for 20 year~ to build his private home. Education and 
health care have also benefited from sizable public 
outlays. (c) 

In what until recently was practically a one-product 
cc0nomy, the expansion in public spending has stimu
lated remarkable growth in nonoil sectors. Real growth 
in the gover•ir:1 ·:it sector has averaged 16 percent 
annually ~."·i . .- I 97J and in the private ~rctor more then 
! 2 percent. Private Saudi business ventures so far have 
been concentrated in commerce and construction with 
little activity in manufacturing. (c) 

Comparisons With Iran 

The social upheaval in Iran ha~ producf'd a nat1,,11·~ 
introspection that contemplates the possibility 'J[ 

a similar fate for SJudi Arabia. Although Saudi 
Arabia's modernization drive has already been moo1-
ficd by awareness of the economic di:-lo<:ation brought 
about by inflation and of the threat to "ocial order 
posed by a large expatriate community, the Iranian 
revolution may give impetus to a broader trnnsforma
tJon. (s) 

The Saudi royal family is probably most vulnerable on 
the issue of corruption surrounding foreign contracts. 
Recent reports allege growin~ popular resentment of 
these practices. Members of the royal family are 
commonly known to have made fortunes through their 
patronage of huge foreign con-.truction contra!.:b. 
Critic1~m of the blatant rakeoffs produced by these 
practices led to token mea~ures one vear ago to curtail 
inOuence peddling. A~crit fees were legally limr1ed to 5 
r1.·n:rnt 11f ..::ontrad values. and ;Jgr-nh for military sales 
\,~·re banned .dtogcther. 1'.;onr\helcss, 1«ireigners ~eek
ing nonmilitary govcrnmenl 1..·ontracts ..,ll!J must work 
b) law through a Saudi agent, which serve" effectively 
to in>;tituti<1:-,'! 1:.7e sizable commi:-..-,ions for a rrivilegerl 
·111111.mt).(l.I 
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Soviet~ were directly involved in the Shah\ downfall, 
the~ ;:i]! believe C\Cnl<; m Iran have dra<;tical/y altered 
rower :irran1Zcmera~ in the region and have made the 
threat of Soviet encirclemcr.i more immediate. They 
perceive that the linited States has ignored two years 
of Saudi warnings and does not appreciate the urgenq 
of the s1tua1ion or, altcrnative!r. lacks the will to 
defend its interests in the region. These concerns have 
contributed to differing views within the royal family 
on whether to reestablish some type of formal relations 
with the USSR. (s) 

Currently, the Saudis are reappraising their relation<; 
with the United States and Arab countries. In recent 
months they have distanced themselves from Eg) rt 
and the t.:nited States on the Middle East peace 
process and aligned more closely with the majorny of 
Arab states who argue that the Camp David accords 
are not an adequate framework for a comprehensive 
peace. A rapprochement with Iraq appears to be under 
way. The decline of US credibility among Saudi 
leaders already may have weakened the political power 
of those senior princes-particularly Crown Prince 
Fahd-most closely associated with an unquestioning 
pro~LS posi:ion. If they decide in coming months that 
Washington cannot be relied on for protection. the) 
may move toward a more nonaligned position. As 
unpalatable as it would be, the Saudis might also 
decide to reach an accommodation with the USSR as a 
way to buy time to slo~ the perceived Soviet advance m 
1he region. (s) 
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South Yemen! Thorn in th< 
Arabian Peninsula's Side 

Srn;.;e S0uth Yemen became 1.;J~rer.dt.nt in 1967, 
leftist ree-imes have forced major social and economic: 
chg,nges that have lara;ely isolated the country from its 
neighbors on the Arabian Peninsula. The radical 
leaders have wiped out entire classes, pacified the 
countt y through bloody campaians, and replaced 
tradit10nal Islamic teachings with secular education. 
For the past nine months. the government has been 
cimtrolled by a committed Marxist ideoloa:ue, Abd al· 
f<Hah Ismail, who favors close cooperation with the 
Soviet Union. Previously, much vfthe internal political 
lifr uf the state had been dominated by a contest for 
ir.fluencc bet"'een Ismail and the late President Ali. 
t--.:.~ rally rer·;rcied as a more pragmatic leftist than 
! ,rn._.:( (L') 

On ~Pth 1 ~t· dome'... tic .anJ mternational scene, South 
Yenien's Policico; 'lave alienated its Arab neighbors. 
A.,as alii,:'".;'~ itself or, the side of revolutionary 
mu•·ement5 th .. l'.-:~hout tac area, provided support to 
grnups involved 1n international terrorism, and re-
.. ditly engaged in active hostilities with North 
'r en::..11-an ally of .5:11:rii Arabia. Saudi efforts to 
v e·rn ~outh Yemen away from close dependence un 
~ ''.;.' l1SSR by promisina- economic aid have failed, and 
1".111J1c levels of financi;\J support from the conservative 
l ;.lif srnte.., are open to question. Without sizable 
"m:ign assisrnnce, economic prospects for South 
Yeme:1 J.r~ .,:eal:.. Aden lacks natural resources and 
ha.~ l.'i~ .. ff. .... 1H tecltnieal and managerial skills to 
:.llp;-<.irt econcmic development on its own. (c) 

Pol' rical r~rtjpectives 

i·or much of their Islamic history, the inhabitants of 
Yemen (Aden) were aoverncd by the Imams of 
northern Y cmen who ruled from San" for 800 years. 
Lar11ely Sunni Muslims of the Shafi branch, the 
southerners resisted allea:iance to the Imams, who were 
of the Shia branch of Islam; control of the many small 
tribal states and sullanates in the south was never very 
ii rm. The mode• n history of South Yemen beaan with 
the seizure of Aden ir. 1839 by Great Britain. as an 
outpost tfl pr1Jl~ct trade routes to India. By the 1930s 
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.ill of the sulunau~s had become Bnli-.h protectorate!!.. 
but in the Fcbruan 1959 treaty, the Briush pledged to 
prepare Aden colony and the protectorates for full 
independence. (u) 

Efforts to pave the way for independer.ce tn South 
Yemen were complicated by the risin~ tide of Arab 
nationalism. Opposition to the British de\.t"loped imv 
open terrorism bet"'cen t~\'1 competing nutionalic;t 
grcups. The National Liber.l~10r Ftont (1'Lf) evrntu
ally won and :~d the :ountry to 1riC:t':)endenc.;e in 
November 1967. fn the next few }e~:rs, incrca~in~Jy 
radi...::al wrngs oftL.: '.'.Lf" C(lf'".Jlld·1teo ti11.·.r 1·1!--;J'.-r":: 

;:wd in mid-1 Qi l it.•,tJe:-... hip ,, .- r-., 
\.\'ho was MJrx: .. t Scc1i:tary C ,:i..;-.:.~, l tli1.. '~ 

Front, and Prestdent Sai;rn RvL .. yy.i Ah ( 1 , 

Buttressed by their sociali-;, ;;,d,,~trm..1: .• 1 .. :. :•· '·« ·:.+1 

leaders movc.J to eradiG~tt" wliok clas.)r:.~. !\ub,· ~:1(.,'; .... d 

tribal groups to party ant! t...tntral goYernmen. c·ir:t.-.iL 
pacified the country in bloody campaigns, and 
T.rumpl!tcrl tlic- r"ic of women and :-.ccular edu1,;at1on . 
Tf:c) JU"'tlfi~d th<~ ruthlessness of m.in) measure." in 
'.(·rms of rt\o[u11c•r . .1.r) &:oals. "..i;!tiu11a!i 1atiuns . ...i.nd 
p,·,)if:cal rcpn.'.''.,sion JW!~.;:>;t\ SeYerai hundred thOU\Jnd 

to kJ.ve the country, with many resettling;., :-..orth 
Yemen. Still others left to work Hi neia:hbormc 011-ricl-. 
states. Mi:\ny of tho~e scckini nduge .1broad ""ere 
entrepreneurs, skilled workers. and profe~sionals. (L) 

Consolidation of Power 

In early 1978. a showdown between Ismail and Ali
cnvious of each other's prerogatives--bcgan to build. 
The assassination on 24 June of North Yemeni 
President Ahmad al-Ghashmi set in motion a series of 
events culminatin& in Ali's death and the compicte 
takeover of the South by Ismail and his supporter~. 
Ismail attempted to place the blame on Ali for the 
death of President Ghashmi from a bomb carried by a 
South Yemeni envoy, although the most logical 
explanation would assia,n the responsibility to Ismail 
himself. In subsequent fiahting bc:t"-een supporting 
factions, Ismail prevailed and Ali and two of his 
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Soulh \ emen; 
Gmernment Leader-. ' 

Name Position -------------------- -------·---------------
Abd al-F.:1.tah Ismail Chmn., Presidium, Supreme 

- --- ---·- ------- . -·-- -------- ___ y_co_Ple's c?~~~~-1 --------- --------
Ali Nasir Muhammad al-Hasani 

Fadl Muh~·n Abdallah 

"luit.rn \,luriammo.d al-Daw-.h 

,\,d.l' \I• ';; .. :d 

Faris Salim Ahmad 

Ah Ahmad Nasir Salami 

All Nasir Muhammad al-Hasan1 -·- - ----------· ·- - -
~uhan:i~ad_~:il~~~~~a~:~~~~- _ 

~a~~-~~--~bc!al~~~~sh~~-'::!s~ay~h 
\ia~~~__r£_!':"_~lash1~-
.\?r Ahmad "'asir a!-B1~h· - -- -~-----

Said .'\be al-Kh1r al-"lub.1n 
- -- -- ----- -

Dep. Chmn., Presidium, 
_____ ----~:i-~r~~~.P!.ople's Co~nc1I _____ _ 

Sec., Presidium, Supreme 
Peorile'" Ccuncit 

Mbr . Presidium. Suprc1rn: 

_!'~~~~-·~ ! ('.U_n.~ -·--- --------
Mbr., Pre:.1dium, Supreme 

____ P~pl~'.:> __ (ou~il. 
Mbr. Pre~1dium, Supreme 

_~~~~~le~~~-~~~~ __ _ 
'1br., Pre~1d1um, Supreme 

~~-?p~e:~_Co~~~!!______ _ _____ -.----------- ____ _ 
Mbr., Prc:.id1um, Supremi= 

_ ~copl~·~ S'~~!l':i~ _ --···-
Mbr., Presidium. Supreme 

------~~~~~.!-~~~~- ·-
Mbr., Presidium, Supreme 

________ . --·-- P~ple's C_o~~-il __ _ 
Mbr., Presidium, Supreme 

___ ~----~~ .. ~-~_?~c-•I ___ --------------·----

-~_!1.1!_1~:.-__ ~_?_unc1l of Min1~ter~---- ---------··---

_ --·--~~t~_r:,;~~°''2~~~_!;_~~- ·-
\t1n1strr ofCultur~ Jnd Tourism 

M.•.1~1erufDefensc -·-----------
Minister of Education --- - ------

~-~-~_a_sJr_~u~~-1!1.mad~'>_~~; Minister of Finance 
Muhammad Salim Ak4sh Minister of Fi~h Resource~ ---------- --·------ ----- --~----

Khahd Fadl Mansur 
- -- ----- -- -·---------------

Abd al-Aziz Abd al-Wah al-Nast\ir 

~-~ammad Said Abdallah Mushin al-Sharjabi 

".'_hmad Uba)'da~---·---------·-
Ali Asad Muthana 

Minister of Justice and Reh~10us T_'"-"-' __ _ 

Minister of Plannina 

Minis_~er of State Security 

Minister of Slate for Calnnet Affairs 

' Most of the population adheres to the Shafi branch of Sunni Islam. and Cabine! is. a function of adherence to the slrone Mar).1st 
Relieious considerations have historically pla)'cd an important part ideolon, which overshadows reli1ious considerations. 
m social life of the country, but position in the current eovernme;nt 

This table is Unclassified. 
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colleagues were eucuted; other Ali supporters were 
purged. (~) 

lsmatl 1~ of North Yemen origin and enjoys little if ~ny 
supporl from traditional soulhcrn tribal leaders. In
stead he relies on fellow nurtnerners or detribalized 
Aden is to back his rule. lsmai!'s strength is concen
trated in the Marxist-Leninist party apparatus tha1 he 
helped create. The party's organs. which have a 
pervasive inlluence throughout South Yemen, are 
designed to help the government carry out the mandate 
oi the revolutionary leadership. This apparatu'.'> of 
1Jbiquitous committees and "people'~ institutions·· m 
every aspect of national life has been remarkably 
effective in controlling the hi~hly fragmented and 
backward ropulation of 1.7 million. Pockets of oppo-.i
tion to Ismail by tribal leaders, whose innuence i5 -.till 
strong in rural areas, and by supporters of Ali are not 
regarded as serious threats. (s NF) 

Role of the Military 

South Yemen's small but effective armed forces have 
more than doubled in the past decade. The army has 
considerable combat experience and has given a good 
account of itself during sev:51.I brief clashes with 
North Yemen and Saudi A1!bia. It also has been 
successful in countering hit-and-run raid .... launched by 
exile groups. Two paramilitary forces-the People's 
Militia and the Public Security Force-supplement 
and counterbalance the army. The militia, thought to 
be under lsmail's control, is responsible for security in 
Aden and border areas lacking regular army units. 
Although the militia could be an importan·t source of 
reinforcement for the army, relations between the two 
are poor. The militia was bloodied when skirmishes 
broke out with the army in 1976, but it apparently 
provided most of the muscle behind Ismail's successrul 
coup in June 1978. The Public Security Force is 
dispersed in small posts throughout the country to 
maintain internal stability. (s NF) 

Hoping to expand their influence in the region and 
acquire a base of operations to support their Indian 
Ocean neet. the Soviets have provided practically all of 
South Yemen's military hardware-with deliveries 
estimated at almost $200 million in 1973-77. Soviet 
deliveries in 1978 soared to more than SI 30 million 
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and included s'cveral advanced weapon systems. An 
estimated 500 Soviet military advisers are on hand, 
mainly in support of air and a!f defense forces. Prior to 
June 1978 some 300 to 400 Cuban advisers were 
.... tationcd in Aden, but foiluwing the coup their 
numbers swelled to perhaps 1,000. The Cuban pres
ence appears to have dropped back to 500 military 
advisers and a few hundred civilian specialists in recent 
month:c... (s 1'/F) 

Foreign Policy 

South Yemen regards itself as a member of the 
international socialist camp and is committed to a 
policy of supporttng revolutionary movements, partici
pating in the Arab struggle with Israel. and oppasing 
what it has labeled as reaction.i.ry or 1mpenalistic 
govcrnmenb. The lack of subtlety m these policies docs 
not make for dose ties with other Arab countries. Even 
the more radical countries with tics to Aden hold 
certain reservations. Although Libya is Aden's strong· 
est Arab ally, the Qadhafi regime probably looks 
askance at the absence of .rny visible Islainic innuence 
in South Yemen's domestic affairs. Relations with Iraq 
are cool because cif differences over the Horn of Africa 
and Aden's refusal to allow Iraqi.style Baathists to 
engage actively in Yemeni politics. The Persian Gulf 
countries usually follow Saudi Arabia's lead in oppos
ing South Yemen, while Syna and Egypt share Saudi 
suspicions of Soviet innuencc. (s) 

Regionally, South Yemen has been a destabilizing 
force. It was the main suprorter of insurgents in the 
Dhofar region of Oman in the late 1960s, and !ls aid 
enabled the rebels to challenge government control of 
the area for some years. Although the Omanis had 
reest::iblished their authority with assistan\,;t: from Iran, 
Jordan, and Saudi Arabia by the mid-I 970s, they fear 
that the recent departure of Iranian troops will 
encourage Ismail to increase support of the insurgents. 
Relations between the two Yemens have never been 
good, and they deteriorated further when Saudi 
Arabia and the United States recognized the Sana 
government in 1970. War broke out in 1972, and under 
a subsequent cease· fire the Arab League tried to 
negotiate .mification of the countries in vain. After a 
long period of border skirmishes, South Yemen, hoping 
to overthrow the Sana government, mounted a large 
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milit;uy incursion into North Yemen in early 1979. 
This conflict has died down, at least for the moment. 
(S NF) 

Concerned over the extension of Soviet innuence in the 
Peninsula, Saudi Arabia has tried several approaches 
to induce moderation in Aden's policies. For a time, 
Riyadh aided refugee communities in Saudi Arabia 
and North Yemen in active, if ineffectual, military 
operations against the South. Subsequently, the Saudis 
switched to promises of economic support; diplomatic 
relations were established for the first time in early 
1977, and the then-?resident Ali agreed to curtail 
Communist influence in South Yemen in return for 
Saudi aid. By yea rend, aid flows had been halted as 
Aden was perceived to have gone back on its promises 
and as Saudi disenchantment rose because of increased 
South Yemeni support for Ethiopia. Ismail's successful 
coup wa:, seen by Saudi leaders as proof of Soviet 
efforts to encircle the peninsula, and the Saudis 
subsequently reverted to their traditional con
frontational stance. (s NF) 

Austere Economic Base 

Prior to independence in 1967, a thriving modern 
economy had been built in the immediate neighbor
hood of Aden's harbor. The city's prosperity was based 
on an oil refinery, hunker and ship services, trading 
activities generated by the free port, and provision of 
services to British military personnel. Outside Aden, 
the economy depended on subsistence agriculture, 
fishing, and smuggling; basic transportation and com
munications networks were primitive. Independence 
dealt the e~onomy a severe blow, coinciding as it did 
with the closure of the Suez Canal and the withdrawal 
of British troops. The British exodus damped demand 
for local services and left the economy around Aden 
with about 30 percent less income, extremely k1w 
investment rates, and roughly 20,000 unemployed 
(one-quarter of the urban labor forde). Abrupt cessa· 
tion of British budgetary support reduced government 
revenue by more than half and limited the new 
regime's ability to generate new economic activity. (c) 

The leftist government invoked extreme austerity 
measures and embarked on a socialist·oriented devel
opment program. Economic reforms were initiated 
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with the nationalization of foreign properties in J 969, 
which brought the bulk of the modern service sector 
around Aden (banking, insurance. shipping, trading) 
under government control. While some private enter
prise was permitted-mainly in trade, handicrafts, and 
petty manufacturing-it was relegated to a subsidiary 
role. Two agrarian reform laws abolished share
cropping and absentee land ownership and limited 
individual land holdifl'gs to small parcels. Simulta
neously, new production cooperatives and state farms 
were created. Women were emancipated and encour
aged to work in the nonagricultural labor force, in part 
to replace citizens who were leaving the country. The 
leveling of differences in income became a key 
objective. (c) 

In pursuing its economic diversification and modern
ization, South Yemen faces formidable constraints, the 
most important being a lack of natural resources, a 
shortage of foreign exchange, and insufficient tech
nical and managerial skills. A harsh, arid climate 
severely limits the area available for cultivation, and 
the narrow domestic market and the paucity of raw 
material resources limit the scope for industrial 
development. These problems are compounded by the 
rugged topography, which creates severe difficulties 
for internal communications and increases domestic 
transport costs, (c) 

To revive the depressed economy, the government has 
been relying primarily on public spending. Through 
successive development plans, public investments were 
increased from $35 million in 1973 to an estimated 
$165 million in 1977, or from 12 percent to 30 percent 
of GNP. More than half of public investment has gone 
to commodity-producing sectors, with agriculture and 
fishing receiving 37 percent, industry 13 percent. and 
mineral exploration 7 percent. About one-fourth has 
been invested in transportation and communications, 
the remainder going into social services. (c) 

Sustaining this increase in public spending has re
quired a major effort in mobilizing financial resources. 
New taxes have been introduced and tax collections 
improved; salaries of government workers were re
duced twice. Despite these measures, domestic re~ 
sources have remained insufficient to cover all public 
expenditures and the government has had to rely 
increasingly on foreign aid. Identified disbursed aid 
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rec~1Pts rose from an estimated $26 n1illion rn 1473 to 
mnre than $100 mili1on in 1977, the latter exceeding 
dome..,tK' capital formation by a substantial margin. 
IC") 

Lackluster Growth Process 

In the decJ.de since independence South Yemen M:. 
bare!)' begun to generate economic momentvm. Inad
equate statistic-. leave only an impressiomst1c p1ctur~ 
for the early year". but ~oc1al and institutional change~ 
undoubted;-., -.,lt'\\t'd Comcstic production, while \~n;1 
~ ... nl Ju:-:~rin n:c;.1.surt::~ must ha\e rigidly <..nnt..in1·d 
private i.:on.-.,umtition. Private actiVltJ, which h:td pn•

v1dcd a t11a.1or shMe of dom'.!-~t1c output. dcdmeU 
rtrccpt1bly. gro"th al:"to wa~ d:J.mpcd by tht: unic: IJ;: 
between investment and output in the public ~ectrn. Jn 
.d! pMb .. ,Ji: t."· n·al output dcciined in the '>evaal ye.tr~ 
foll«wrng 1 l(J/, sho\\i11g gr~1wth for the fir<i.t time 
ar..;und 197·). Real economic growth during 1976~77 
w,i.., on the order of 6 to 7 percent. driven mainly b~ 
ir ·n·.l1:rs l'1f remittances by Yemeni worker~ abroad, 
v.h! ... h au.;ount for one~third of GNP. In 1978. growth 
0r•Jt.1bl~ declined from the level of the previou'> twc 
vc.H' b~1.· ... usc of a cutback in government spending on 
dome'itic development projects.(c) .,,,,. 

To~fay, .1gncl.llture and fishing are the most important 
economic activities, supplemented by a small amount 
d manufacturing ,1nd provi~1on of port services: 

• Agriculture and fishing employ ~5 percent of the 
labor force and yield 22 pen .. ·ent of GDP. Cereals 
0<.cupy two-thirds of cultivated acre:igc, with recent 
empha~is on wheat; output of cotton, once the chief 
export crop, ts on the decline as l..tnd is given over to 
irrigation schemes. fishing is the fastest growing 
branch of th' st!ctor, showing gams due to improved 
equipment. more modern techniques, and increases in 
government~controlled prices. 

• Industry makes up 8 pcn .. <.:nt d domestic output, 
mostly from an oil refinery i1 Aden operated by British 
Petroleum with a capacity of 1·;.1,000 b/d. Since 1973 
production has consistently oecr, below 70,000 b/d, the 
am1mnt needed to cover costs. The downward trend 
reflects increased regional corr.petition, declining de
mand for bunkering ~ervices, and the inadequac} of 
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ex.1~tmb •"·rt facilities to hand!~ large ship~. Other 
industry con:-.1sts of small manufacturing establish· 
ments th.:1.t prvdu..:i: ...:vn:;umer g·lOds, light machinery, 
:ind span: Nrt-> Pi.t•1.:; fi.>r indusma! expansion focus on 
:rnmrt substltuuon of equally srrall factories that will 
produce soap, ox..} gen, and acetylene and will process 
vegetable Olis and dairy products. 

• Porttnt act1v11y supporh a ~mall an1Gunt ol employ· 
rncnt. Before Giosure of the Sua Cana!, the port of 
Ad<.'n ru;eived more than 6.000 ship; a year. A.ctii,it} 
fdl dr~bt1c.tlly, tt• 20 percent of prevwus levels, and m 
J 978 traffo.- I\ as :.till le~~ than half that of a decade 
c:ir!icr 5hiw progres~ is being made m port rehabilita
tion tu muderni7C orgo·handling equipment and to 

Jcepen slnppirig channel~, although the rcqructurm~ 
,,f 1n:e1 '1ati1rno.d ')hipping '.'.lini..:e ! 967 111<1k..'." it u .. :1k...:l:;. 
th.it Aden w1!1 ever regain it-. furn1t!r <iL1: ,,.,_. •,l ! 

Fxternal Earning!!. and Foreign Aid 

South Yemen's balance of payments was in perpetual 
deficit until 1977 when growth m domestic ev;port~ dnd 
rising recciPts from expatriate workers resulted in a 
sizable surp!u'.'.I. A fundamental ...,eaknes!> is the trade 
balance. with sales of fish, cotton. coffee. and a fe\\' 
other items offsetting only 10 10 l 5 percent of the 
capital goods, interinediJtc products, :ind foorl anJ 
consumer items that must be imported hxld item'-> 
typically account for 2J percent of imports and arc 
equivale1t in value to total domestic .. i.gnculturc and 
fishing Over the past five years. the direction of 1r _ide 
ha.s '\hifted from socialist countrn:::. w indu~trial 
coun1ries. primarily Japan and the L:nited Kirgdom 
(C) 

Rapid expansion Of worker re111itlam.-e'> has been 
instrumental in allowing for parallel grmi.th in imports 
During J 973- ,.., they were roughly eqoal to re-.:cipts of 
economic aid. fn the early 1970~. government c1.usterity 
mca:.uw.., and tou~h foreign c'.<change controls brought 
a decline in South Yemeni remittances; in the face of 
domestic manpower shortages and low labor productiv
ity, further emigration was banned in 1973. However, 
th.: development boom in neighboring countries and 
resulting high wage levels promplcd rulicy revisions to 
attract earning:. from workers alre.i11y abroad. Diplo
matic mission_., overseas sought to "'"'.ire nationab of 
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~nc ~..1~~l..' vf f1.;nJ_. r:..-:11i~k·:; to Ai.kn ~·l!ght:r mtcrt:'I 
r<llt:~ were ,Jftt:rt:fi 'In n1\l1r~:.ld::Pl b lr.\. c~'r"J~I'.~. ;t'."IJ 

1 rnll ;...'.ld tiu.iJ1ng ,·1' HcriJb "'' :~i. :ru~ic .n:1 i!ab:..: f1.)r 

l·migr,H1h h: ('• n:-.tru\.:'t hoi.:.;.1:-- '" them~:::v\:'i ur their 
!.1mi!1r.:s. Thi: :r,<.:c:1~nes ~·iel·J~·i.t _. f0u.rf1)ld n~c.- in 
rcm;tt.1n..-:cs :n i 9 ... -i- 77. to$ I 'SO mill1un .n i 977 Even 
th1:'.I pr .. 1babl; uni.krstates the .ictt::..:.i fl_iw of rcmtt
t.lncc..,, becau">c the availa~le c.1ata '.1>\iT .mly those 
rem1:: :~ccs that D~!"-" thrlili~~h thr '_::.~1ng !)y<..:cm (c) 

.ind\..'.~.;.:;;up~jcn1 fJr-L!,: 14·· ·· - 11 .. 1lt•.Hld:ni1..,11:i 

receipts by South Ycnici, ,1nK'l~>it• -~ · · ; .. ;~2 mi1!1cn. 
Dl·bt "crvi<..c payme,1u. WL1\: $1.5- miJJi,1n Pl ! ,,.., .rnd. 
gt\'Cll lhr tO!kD~1011,11y n:.itu;<,: of1hc lending, ""ill pu.;c 

,it!lt financial han..b.h1p for many yca1~. (s) 

t.:..:•l""' ·'- h;,i·.t.Jncc was largely prnvid.:d by Commu
.11·.1, 1.-0 r~,, earl\ ll.1!"~ ...if indepe11d(,;nc1.;. I he .\rab 

c.1.rnntnc~ \,ccJ.ml' majt•r bent::factnrs in the m:d-1970" 
.is :hey r11<·d 10 woo Aden fr, ... m ~\1:;-- Cnmm;;;i "' i'H:np 

The fluv ,i" 111ut·h Arah a tel .rnd c-·!,\·r fin:.rnCi,1~ 
rcsuu1~-.:. <I.~ .•:111porc1nty j<l}p:tfdilrd m mid- Ill 18 
whe;1 ht: Ar:ib Lc2ruc votl·d In -.u~pL 1 •• : cconc.:?ni·_· .rnJ 
:echnH.:J! aiC bci...iu:-.c of Aden 3 r·~k in 1!;, • .;:,,1\' .11·: 

mn Jfq:.~ "~c~nr. Y··mr:m f'r~sia::ni. fl:'- t.i-;)L·1lt ..... 1.~ 

dit:(I in '.Jm~n-ir.;a ]Qi~. )uV-...!\'C:-. li.i.1!1i, ;;i~ted toll 

,hl r• , t: ·1c '.u ._1,, ;.11:: !J~~::-:>' CumJgt: to i"•:,_·nvmJ..: 
Jt:;\(; :l :i.··r.· ('.>.J 

Seuel 

o~tlook: Rather Gloom~ 

Suuth Yi;:men's near-term c ... :.111omi1.: pro:-;pect~ J.rc nol 
cncourag1n6. Desplle the rccc:-tt lifting of the Arab 
League boycott. some members, rspecialiy the con
servative Persian Gulf states. probabl; y,.ilJ balk al 

resuming former aid Jevds; the main alternatives 
would seem to be the USSR and Libya. The cour.try is 
financially ill-equipped to modernize on its own; lt\'iS 0f 
Saudi Jid in 1977 pro'11pted government p!.1nnci:. w 
cut neY.. projects from the 19i'~ plan am! to cut 
L".~t·11ditures on :..,'!lb!Oing rrGlt.:d~. (l') 

Over tht.: J 1ngc:r h:.1uL .\l.kn\ chances ol ach1e\.mg 
finJ.ncial independence from its aid donors He soim 
IJevdopmerit objectives in the Persian Gulf oil-prod.1.11. .. · 
int! state~ ::Ht ~cnerally t.dng ~tretcht:d out, which w•!l 
le:...d to rcdtH.:t\1 demand for J'Tlportcd l.tbvr anti :1 
prohable drnp in worker ren11~1arn;e~. ~: tu:-?.i ,·1,·r~ 

to agr;cu!turai expJ.n..,iou \\-:,, ~·erpctuat( <l.._;::,i.:r•:· 

,,;i fouC: import..:.. Aden's;..:· 1 \cr:'r111~r·: ;:i:i he.: ,.,i' .. j· 1 ~: 

fl()r inspire' l'll·:n.: ... ! •.lll tht r1<1rt ,)f furr·.i4.' >:i't'~"'' .. ', ::· 

L1r the <,e~·r .. f"I !,,, 01( 1' .• ~ ;·vn• .,, \ ii 1 :. ,: ; 

Pcli:H.,i:i) ~•:~;';"JOSI se11ou:-. t:1rt·.c~1 \" •h:! lsm.tii ;eg:·rh 
;:.. the p1.;-.sib!ii!·. lhal a ltl:.J.ll)I eicm.:nt 1.lf thl' f'OpUJatiUJ• 
migh! bc1;1m1·~ d1:.<.1ffrncd auC:, 1~an:z·~ msur1cct1on. 

rr~,_! 1 ( ,, t»~tv.re..:», t·,- .1rmy urd ~h1... .11:1· i:i i.s pr•-t1<lP~.., 

C3\t! in roint ln\l~:": ,..,_'ti•)O J.!'>O LvC.:. i ~t.' it'.··-.,.- .. ! iiy ,1 
Liltcring- t"Cl.'n\)'Ti)'. A.~1d1.. from a C<hlP ,:r J. rcbc:ilion 
!:.:·~ ,.thcr n~·:ir 1erm devd1Jprnent:. >.A.Ould llkd) li...J.d l[) 
thl.'" do"'"nfall l1f tnc Sv..ith Yemen re~ime. If bo,aii 
d1es-···•rnd he is often de::.cribed as being in poo1 
health--or were as<;as~inated. his asMXl<!tC<; wut..!d 
probably move l.juickly !V J.rr,.rnge a firm su~..::t':.~:"n 
Since Ali's former colleague<; have bt·cn ::'Urgt'-d, J'·• 
new government would be likd_ .. ~~1 fvlkw ii pv!.~.., l1r: 1

: 

similar to lsmail's. L:ntil .!iuch time J.s its Arabi..in 
Peninsula neighbors overcome the•r military li:11ita
tions, South Yemen cJ.n be anc<:Led to ~upport 
insurgency m the region .• rnd or1 th ls count Aden ~ill 
;r.main essentially a renegade t.• th.: .\.·,1b world. h) 
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GovCrnment: federation of mbal 
Sha)'khdoms headed by a 

_______ -·--- ______ prc!r.id_ent 

Head of State: Shaykh Zayid ibn Sultan Al 

_____________ !'1~_!1~~!'!.. ---------
Rclia:1on of Native Population: 90 percent Sunni Muslim, 
-~-----------~--JO perce~ Shi~ _M~~!il'!l ___ _ 
l:it~!.aC7r_¥-_a~~'. _______ _,__,,. __ 25 ~rce~t ________ _ 

S~ud_ent_~~a!~ _?~-~_Ol_?~!a_t~n,: _____ 25 pc~l'._ent ___________ _ 

Oil Pr~~~~n:__ _________ 1.8 __ ~.!!hon ~/din _ _!_~:!_~----

~~~al_ f~-n~s~e~i>.:. ______ $14.4 billi~n-~~_!~~--1!:~~-
q:r~s~-~?~es~i~ Pr~u~ __ _ _ S 13.3 bd!1on in 197_7 _____ _ 

24,700 (paper _!lrcngth) 

6.tiOO (paper strcn11,th) 
Size of Armed Forces: 

National Police Force: 

. ... 

. : ·: ·'.·: ' 1 
UNITED ARAB _,.z .,EMIRATES.! 

Uncl•ssifled 
578801 J-79 
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United Arab Emirates: 
Pressures for Greater Unity 

The United Arab Emirates (UAE), founded in 1971 
following the British withdrawal from the Arabian 
Peninsula. 1s a group of seven shaykhdoms bound 
together in a loose federation. From the start, basic 
disputes over the degree of centralization, the organi
zation of the bureaucracy and the armed forces. and 
the composition of the budget have strained the bonds 
linking the shaykhdoms. The large inflow of oil 
revenues-mostly to the dominant shaykhdom. Abu 
Dhabi-has spawned numerous development projects, 
many poorly conr:::. \,..~. These projects have required 
so many ir-:p0rted workers that natives have become a 
minorit) of the resident population. (c) 

President Shaykh Zayid's efforts to impose greater 
central control and to distribute the burden of the 
federation budget more equitably are being under
mined by the propensity of other shaykhs for independ
ent action and by his own uneven exercise of power. 
The Ira man upheaval is generating some pressure for 
the reform of the federal government. While the t :f\E 
faces an apparently weak internal security threat, it 1s 
ill-prepared for any serious challenges that might be 
generated by the Iranian turmoil or other disruptive 
forces in the region. (c) 

The Federation 

The shaykhdoms of the UA E were formerly known as 
the Trucial States-Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Ajman, 
Fujayrah, Ras al-Khayman, Sharjah, and Umm al
Qaywayn. The first two are wealthy oil producers, the 
latter five, relatively poor. Shaykh Zayid of Abu Dhabi 
has been President of the central government since its 
inception; Shaykh Rashid al-Maktum of Dubai is the 
Vice President. Zayid rules with the Supreme Council 
of Rulers (a body composed of the seven shaykhs), 
which functions as the highest executive and legislative 
authority. A simple majority is needed in the Supreme 
Council for passage of legislation, but the majority 
must include Abu Dhabi and Dubai. A Federal 
National Assembly, a consultative body made up of 40 
members appointed by the rulers of the seven emirates, 
provides advice on legislation. (c) 
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Formal institutions of the central government are 
weak. All the rulers exercise a considerable amount of 
power in their own shaykhdoms, with Zayid and 
Rashid the most influential in the federal government. 
Politics in the emirates is controlled by a small elite 
representing the ruling families and their associates. 
Leading figures in the merchant community and tribal 
chiers are viewed as junior partners having largely a 
consultative and collaborative role. (c) 

Government is conducted according to Islamic. Arab 
tribal traditions. Decisions reflect a varying degree of 
family and tribal consensus as well as religious custom. 
This reliance on tradition and the lack or any active 
opposition leaves the shaykhs with the mistaken 
impression that the system works well, providing all 
with easy access to the center or authority. The upper 
classes have direct access to the rulers. and the lower 
classes can personally petition their ruler at a majlis or 
open court, in accordance with tribal tradition. The 
less traditional middle class, however, is believed to 
regard such petitioning as beneath its dignity and is 
thus not well represented. (cl 

Difficulties of Sharing Power 

The principal internal threat to the UAE is the old 
dynastic rivalries among the shaykhdoms. The shaykhs 
arc still uncomfortable with the idea of assigning 
power and prerogatives to an entity that threatens their 
traditional autonomy and might not protect their 
individual interests. Disagreements prolirerate on all 
subjects, including the location of the rederal capital, 
the distribution of Cabinet posts, representation or the 
poorer shaykhdoms, the federal budget, and the ill
defined borders. At the heart or these disputes is a 
clash betweeh Zayid, the leading exponent or the 
federation and a strong central government. and 
Rashid, the principal supporter of shaykhs' rights. 
Their conflict over the distribution of authority and the 
exercise of power as well as the allocation or economic 
development projects among the individual emirates, 
poses the most serious threat to the future or the 
[ederation. (c) 
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Dorm·,tic political pressure to over1.:ome the.;.c 
d1ffcri~nces is mounting following the turmoil in Iran. 
Several members of the Federal National As'>cmb!) 
are particularly di,.<>atisfie<l 1.wer the leadership's pre 
occupation with infighting rather than national secu· 
rit}, ~Jolitical development. and the lc~1slat1ve procc'~ 
In an unusual step for the L/\E. a ncw<;pdjlCr ow~ed b)" 
.rn assemb\ymJn ha.;; pubhcind it~ con,~crn. Several 
high offi..:iab also h,1vc ex:pn.:sscd rnv;1tch lht.:1r 

dismay over the quality and 1->l}'le of UAF lcadN<>hip 
although di,<>cnt doe~ n0t ~ccm t(1 have sprc:~.J ,,, man} 
middle lc•·cl bureaUCL'.t>; or le) the le"" p<J!i!1c:1 11 

mindl3 d cit;zcns. The demands ., ... ,i concern' now 
.1ppcar tn be growing so that Zay1d ar:d Ra~lrn~ ma\ 
have to do more than paper over their difference:. a-, 
1 hcv have JO the past. (s '\jf) 

l !m·ontrf•ll(>d Growth 

I" h(.; \-~ck,,(• 0he:-ive n'.tllOnal go;.ij, a11d :J U'1J'f'f! 
';:;:1:1 ,, "·~'."' h.io;, kJ to many mistake\ ll11d mu~h w:·.:-:t:Jgc 
1r ·.h: C•':h'.dCl ( r the modernizat10n drwc in !he l "AE. 
P• 1or 1·' 1i..· <;(;!J! ot" 0i! proJuction in l 962. tlic in-;1 w::, 

r ~ !:·· • · ;orc~t in I he world, with .rn cconnn:) b;.1~·-..tf 

on sub..,i ... tcncc agriculture, fishing, and Dubai's trad\: 
(legal and dkgan ,..,ith neighboring C<.1untm:s An 
increa~c in(·>! production along with the 1973-74 hike 
in 011 price~ b<.1o~tt:d oil revenues from $I billion i!1 
J ')7 3 l'I abou1 $ 1) billion m 1977. This 'urge fuded an 
Jvcrage :rnnual rnte of brnwth of abnut 2l.i ;>e:-cent 111 

real non01l national output in 1974~78. Sprt'ad over :i 
.small population of ~60,000, the oil b<Jom P.1,;,; tram,· 
formed thi~ OPEC producer into nnc of the '-'orld"" 
richest n:.i!1'111". with a ner C'tpira income ;if more th:iri 
~1'000(<) 
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St•l'rd 

Some nfrhc ~ross incfficier:cy in devclormen. <.;ir: he 
t•i:d dffcctb 10 presti;:;e rrn1ecb and the rnm;'1.'l1t:.•" 

..i.1n0ng the emn,ltcs. four international a1rf" r•~ ,. ,' 1·1· 
built within four hours' driving time 0i each,,, h.:·. 
rl..ins CYi"lt for three more. Dubai is cornrletin~ 111 ... 
world's lar&est drydock and a 74.berth port to scnnc .' ·! 

new industrial city complete with the .,.....Jrid'<> large~1 
&a'i fir~d aluminum !>melter These fad11re.., wii: <:on
r-ctc w1:~ already existinr ports in J\bu llh 1b1 ;q'd 
nubai. ·1 .-cw container nort m Sirnr!ah. :1nd o;irr1ilar 
qructurt:'> i~t nc:trby Bahram. ('") 

The f .. ~n1'1ed hrowth ot e;1rlicr ~1·.1r-... :-. -1<1,. 1ng J~ 
r.u101 pnlJCCh ,nc ,,..Gmpletccl. non1l11 (iDP ~rev. (•l'l_v 
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·10 percent JO IQ 74. Furtherworc ! be central govcrn-
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The Military and Unity 

'vfost of the emirates have supported modernizatl<Jn of 
the military, which has been given a high priority by 
Abu Dhabi. Defense spending has risen from less than 
$60 million in 1973 to more than $680 million in 
1977--the fastest pace in any of the Arabian states. 
Spending has been boosted by purchases of an air 
defense system, antitank missiles, fighter aircraft, and 
naval vessels-all primarily from Western Europe. 
Much of the equipment is still on order. and actual 
deliveries in 1973-77 amounted to only $280 million. {s 

°"F 'c) 

In 1976. the individual emirate forces were officia\ly 
merged under a single central command with a paper 
strength of 24,700 men. In practice, not all of the units 
are up to par or participate jointly in operations and 
traming. The end of Iran's gendarme role in the Gulf 1s 
putting more pressure on the individual shaykhs to 
coordinate military activity in order to deal with 
perceived threats to national and regional security. The 
national police force, trained by the British and 
Jorda mans, traditionally has been more cohesive than 
the armed forces and apparently has been fairly 
efficient in the containment of radical nationalists and 
dissidents from abroad. The bulk of the armed forces 
J.rc c1t17ens of Oman, the Arab sultanate to the south 
of the UAE. The Oman is apparently pose no immedi
ate thrr,at but could be vulnerable to future subversive 
efforts. The UAE is attempting to replace most Omani 
officers with UAE nationals. (s NF) 

Financial Arrangements 

In UAE finances, Abu Dhabi is almost synonymous 
with the federation. The distinction between private 
and government monies is blurred, however. by the 
difficulty of separatmg Zayid's personal financial 
dealings from his transactions on behalf of the 
government. Although Zayid has tried to get the rulers 
of the other emirates to help finance the central 
government budget, Abu Dhabi still funds almost 90 
percent of UAE expenditures. Despite remarkable 
outlays for development and luxury foreign imports, 
Abu Dhabi's oil revenues have been so large that Zayid 
has been able to amass a sizable foreign asset portfolio 
and disburse foreign aid at will. (c) 
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Y ca rend 1978 UAE asset holdings mcludmg interna
tional reserves totaled an estimated $15 billion. They 
would have been even higher had the UAE not 
disbursed $2.6 billion in official development assist
ance to LDCs in 1974· 77. Of the nonreserve portion of 
foreign official assets (roughly $6 billion), most is 
concentrated in real estate and corporate securities in 
the United States and Western Europe. Portfolio 
management follows the patterns set up by Abu Suud. 
a Palestinian who has earned a reputation as the father 
of Kuwaiti investment policy. Aid disbursements have 
been handled less efficiently, a bewildering multitude 
of loans and grants having been made by numerous 
government and private organizations and individuals. 
Zayid has gained a reputation for generosity. About 
half of the aid has gone to the Arab confrontation 
states, with other Arab states. friendly Islamic coun· 
tries, and anti-Israeli nations in black Africa next in 
line. (s NF) 

In contrast to Zayid's personal and governmental 
generosity, Dubai's leader, Rashid, has the reputation 
of a tightwad despite his respectable oil income. He has 
used foreign borrowings to finance his extravagant 
development proje•n Dubai. ~ndeed, Dubai's debt 
service ratio may soon.{each 35 percent (in stark 
contrast to 2.5 percent for the entire UAE). forcing 
Rashid to draw down his emirate's official foreign 
exchange reserves. delay projects. or seek a bailout 
from Abu Dhabi. (s) 

Na{ives and Foreigners 

Although most citizens of the UAE now have the 
opportunity to better themselves and enjoy a wide 
variety of social services, the wealth is still unevenly 
distributed. About 25 percent of the native workforce 
still engages in agriculture and fishing, and those 
following traditional methods of farmrng probably 
have incomes equivalent to only $100 a year; many 
urban dwellers in the poorer emirates have incomes 
only slightly higher. Citizens are often frustrated 
because they do not have the skills to qualify for better 
paying jobs. Nevertheless, the still largely traditional 
characteristics of society, the relatively homogeneous 
religious mix (90-percent Sunni Muslim. 10-pcrcent 
Shia), and close palicc security have thus far spared 
the UAE any serious radicalization (c) 



Natives, however, comprise less than 30 percent of the 
population. Foreigners pulled in by the oil boom
primarily Pakistanis, Indians, Omanis, Yemenis, and 
Palestinians-dominate the labor force, especially in 
Abu Dhabi and Dubai where they account for 90 
percent of the urban Workers. This influx of foreigners 
naturally has aroused considerable concern among 
UAE leaders about preserving local values and institu
tions. The government is making an effort to provide 
education and vocational training in an attempt to 
improve the skills of tAe domestic labor force. The 
UAE also has inJtitu~ labor laws aimed at limiting 
unsponsored workers and lllea:al aliens. The regula
tions prohibit employment of foreign laborers for more 
than five years and require ,overnment consent for job 
changes. Strikers face immediate deportation. The 
eovernment also has tightened visa restrictions to 
screen the workers comina: into the country more 
closely. (c) 

Thus far the immigrant communities have not gener
ated serious dissidence or dissatisfaction. Most of the 
skilled workers have been content with their high 
salaries. In the relative openness of the economy, the 
wealthy nonnationals have purchased land; they and 
the immierant merchants even tend to identify with 
the existine: regime. The most serious threat to stability 
is posed by the unskilled foreiancrs, who receive harsh 
treatment under the labor laws. The two-year 
slowdown in the economy's erowth, particularly in 
construction, has intensified competition for jobs and 
increased the threat of deportation. ( c) 

Outlook: Centralize or Perish 

The UAE's stability depends in large part on the 
leaders' ability to create a more effective central 
government. The National Federal Assembly and the 
Council of Ministers has submitted a list of recom
mended government reforms to the UAE leaders. An 
economic development plan coordinated with represen
tatives of each emirate is being prepared by the 
Ministry of Planning. (c) 
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Under pressure 'to accept further concentration of 
power, Rashid of Dubai appears increasingly isolated. 
His position has been weakened by the toppling of his 
supporter, the Shah, and by the subsequent loss of 
trade with Iran. We believe Rashid and several other 
shaykhs, nonetheless, will continue to resist centraliza
tion and increased scrutiny of their finances and 
internal security by the central government. Popular 
frustrations with the system's inefficiencies should 
continue to push the federal government toward 
greater unity and effectiveness, adding to the prestige 
and power of Zayid and other forward-looking ele
ments. Over the longer term, the Federal National 
Assembly stands a good chance of obtaining enhanced 
influence. (s NF) 

While necessary to eliminate waste and duplication, 
coordinated economic planning among the emirates is 
probably further down the pike than tighter political 
cooperation. At a minimum. economic cooperation 
between the other emirates and Abu Dhabi will be 
needed to handle the questions of Dubai's large foreign 
debt, the exploitation pattern of the limited oil 
reserves, and the provision of nonoil income sources. 
Even though Abu Dhabi's oil conservation policies will 
cut into the UAE current account surplus (it already 
has fallen to $2 billion from the 1974 peak of more 
than $4 billion), oil revenues will remain ample to 
support orderly social and economic development. (c) 

The foreign population will continue as a potentially 
destabilizing factor. if only on the basis of sheer 
numbers. How~Ver, its heterogeneity and high wages 
and UAE support of Arab causes act as constraints to 
unified action. The Palestinian population of 40,000 to 
80,000 is the most cohesive politically, but even it has 
not been restive. (c) 
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Statistical Appendix 

Figure A-1. Social Indicators 

Figure A-2. Trends in Crude Oil Production 

Figure A-3. Oil Consumptidn 

Figure A-4. Refining Capacity, 1978 

Figure A-5. Composition of Budget Revenues, FY 1977 

figure A-6. Change in Real National Output, 1974-77 

Figure A-7. Composition of National Output, 1977 

Figure A-8. Domestic Price Trends 

figure A-9. Composition of Population and Labor Force, 1978 

Figure A-10. Employment by Sector, 1977 

Figure A-II. Budget Expenditures, 1973 and 1977 
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Figure A-12. Defense Spending as a Share of National Output, I 977 

Figure A-13. Defense Expenditures Growth, 1974-77 

Figure A-14. Inflows of Military Equipment 

Figure A-15. Import Trends 

Figure A-16. CompoSiticin of Imports, 1977 

Figure A-17. Source of Imports, 1977 

Figure A-18. Trends in Export Value 

Figure A-19. Composition of Exports, 1977 

Figure A-20. Destination of Exports, 1977 

Figure A-21. Trends in Official Foreign Assets 

Figure A-22. Gross Disbursements of Economic Aid 

Figure A-23. Net, Worker Remittances, 1977 

Figure A-24. Disbursed Foreign Debt, 1977 
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Arabian Peninsula Figure A-1 

Social Indicators 

Bahrain Kuwait North Oman Qatar Saudi South United LDC 
Yemen Arabia Yemen Arab Average 

Emirates 

Literacy 40 40 15 10 25 20 10 25 51 
Percent 

Primary School Enrollment NA 90 25 44 112 34 78 75 78 
Percent of 8-11 age group 

Per Capllll Income 5,000 10,700 350 3,000 22,500 9,450 325 15,500 450 
us$ 
Number of Telephones 11.8 13.0 0.1 1.3 6.5 2.5 0.8 10.8 1.3 
Per 1 00 persons 

Population Growth 3.4 7.7 .2.5 3.1 8.0 3.6 3.0 4.4 2.6 
Annual change percent 
1965-75 

City Population 18 80 ,5 68 25 35 80 33 
Share of total 

Urbanization Rate 3.8 10.8 NA 4.8 9.8 8.5 NA NA 5.4 
Percent 

Calories Supplied NA NA 84 NA NA 86 83 NA 101 
Percent of requirements 

Life Expectancy at Birth 45 84 37 47 NA 42 45 NA 51 
Number of years 

UnclHslfled 
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Arabian Peninsula 
Refining Capacity, 1978 

Thousand b/d 

7 12 

506 

Kuwait Saudi Arabia 
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